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AARON & THE BURRS: Release the Bats!: 7”
Two snappy surf tunes, all major chord zippy and true to the genre. Considering 
the horror motif used in the artwork and song titles one would’ve expected a bit 
more of a somber tone to the proceedings, but they do what they do well. –Jimmy 
Alvarado (Feral Kid, feralkidrecords.com)

ACID BABY JESUS: Vegetable: 7” EP
If Lenguas Largas huffed paint and looped Warhol’s Blood for Dracula, Acid 
Baby Jesus from Athens, Greece would be their kaleidoscopic hallucinations. 
“Vegetable” is psychedelic garage rock, while “Brain Damage” is textural 
noise-scapes destined to upset your dog. These two songs would make a great 
soundtrack to your home haunt, but for those who prefer catchiness over atonality, 
Acid Baby Jesus is too abstract. Sadly, the record doesn’t include an insert so I 
can’t comment on the lyrics, but I have never been disturbed by cauliflower and 
baby tomatoes until I saw Vegetable’s cover. That can’t be achieved with words. 
–Sean Arenas (Slovenly, slovenly.com, label@slovenly.com)

ALL BLOOD: The Kids Have No Taste: Cassette
Man, there are a lot of songs on this tape. At least they’re great. All Blood are 
strikingly similar to the band New Swears—from my hometown—in appearance, 
overall style, and sound. Party-psych. File under: Ty Segall, Black Lips, Thee Oh 
Sees, and every Nuggets compilation. It’s done extremely well. The production 
is perfect and the songs aren’t stinkers, even if one is almost identical to some 
early Kinks stuff. My streak of review great cassettes appears to continue. –Steve 
Adamyk (Self-released, allblood.bandcamp.com)

ANGRY DEAD PIRATES, THE: Garage Music for Mind and Body: LP
At this point, garage rock seems to be the premiere scene of rock music for the last 
decade or so. Sometimes, that’s great. I love a good garage record, but it seems 
to translate to letting a lot of bands just sort of phone it in. Just enough slack in 
the vocals to make it sound like the singer doesn’t care, just enough reverb in the 
guitar to make it sound like guitarist is always about to miss the notes, just enough 
simplicity in the drums to never confuse anyone where the song is going. It just 
gets rather uninspiring sometimes. Angry Dead Pirates at their best do what at 
least a hundred other bands do, but not in a way that raises your eyebrows. You 
simply see it, think, “Yeah, that sounds alright,” and move on with your day. 
Interchangeable garage rock. Grade: C. –Bryan Static (Frantic City, franticcity.
free.fr / Barbarella Club / Laboratoire)

ASYLUM: Self-titled: 7”
A few seconds of feedback is what passes for the calm before the storm here and 
the tumult that follows is one that seethes and rages across six tracks on this vinyl 
debut from this Richmond, VA-based band. Musically, this is clearly influenced by 
the revered Motörhead / Discharge combination that has served many outfits well 
over the years and which Asylum employs to good effect, crafting bruising songs 
that are hammered home with precision musicianship. Apart from the occasional 
guitar lead sneaking in here and there, this is a band reliant on brute force to 
drive the music and message home. –Rich Cocksedge (Vinyl Conflict, info@
vinylconflict.com, vinylconflict.com)
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ASYLUM: Self-titled: 7”
This is the type of band that could be on Profane Existence’s roster if the songs 
were more politically minded. Don’t get me wrong, this band has very intelligent 
lyrics and content, they just tend to lean on the human spirit for subject matter. 
The song “Shitshow” focuses on ridding yourself of apathetic behavior and taking 
assertive action or you’ll, “endure a blind existence with a faint, tepid heart.” This 
is what I’m talking about—the words are beautiful, and the strong message is 
there. Musically, they’re angsty hardcore punk with a metal tinge. Fans of Nausea, 
Appalachian Terror Unit, and Skarp will enjoy. Good stuff. Seek it out. –Kayla 
Greet (Vinyl Conflict)

AUSMUTEANTS: Order of Operation: LP 
AUSMUTEANTS: Fed through a Tube: 7”
How does a band appear seemingly out of nowhere, being so young yet so 
fully formed? There are only a few I can think of in the past fifteen or so years 
(Reatards, Exploding Hearts, Davila 666, Horribly Wrong). Add to this list 
Australia’s Ausmuteants. Order of Operation is their second LP and second 
this year (I’m not sure where to place their Split Personalities tape, which was 
recently pressed on LP). On top of two LPs this year, there’s this Total Punk 7” 
and at least two other 7”s that I know of. Think Ramones-ish rhythms with synths. 
Themes are of everyday life: alienation, even from one’s own friends (“Freedom 
of Information” and “Depersonalisation”); having to pretend you like someone’s 
band just because they’re nice. Some critics dub Ausmuteants as “dumb” but they 
really don’t get it, and might just deserve to be stabbed with a pitchfork. Keep 
your eyes and ears on these kids! –Sal Lucci (Goner / Total Punk)

AWESOME AND THE ASSKICKERS: Quit Fucking with Our Crops!: CD
I have never dropped acid, but I have now listened to Awesome And The Ass 
Kickers, a band of men in capes and luchador masks that sound like The Aquabats 
if they wrote an album’s worth of material for Rancid. This album is fucking 
weird but it will be in my rotation for a while. I like the sound and the playfulness 
of the songs. There is a strange connection to Tombstone pizza—an entire song 
and the band doing an advertisement for the product in the liner notes—don’t ask 
me what that’s all about. Good music, anyway. –John Mule (Self-released)

BAD ADVICE: You Suck!: CDEP
This band took the time to self release a three-song CD in 2014. That is so strange it 
is almost noteworthy. The same cannot be said about the disc, which sounds exactly 
like NOFX circa 1994. I was burnt out beyond belief on this sound nearly twenty 
years ago and it has not aged well at all. The band appears to be from Germany, 
so I suppose it might be more accurate to say they sound exactly like Wizo. My 
apologies. –Mike Frame (Self-released, soundcloud.com/bad-advice-music)

BARRERACUDAS: “Promises, Promises” b/w “Young & Dumb”: 7”
There’s something indefinable about Barreracudas’ ability to capture the early 
evening airiness of the sliver of ‘80s bands that did this kind of music well enough 
to remain relevant. I’m already a fan, and Barreracudas have not disappointed yet. 
They have a knack for this type of catchiness. Both songs are solid. Power pop-
inspired rock’n’roll great for listening to while leaning on a wall. –Billups Allen 
(Oops Baby, oopsbabyrecords.com)
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BASIC SKILLS REVIEW: Self-titled: 7” EP
Six-song platter from this band that hails from the rolling hills of Virginia. 
Obviously, they’re fans of some of their former neighbors (like Scream), but 
these gentlemen bring more than their influences to the party. Melodic hardcore 
with vocals that rail against injustice makes for a potent combination. All of these 
players have paid their dues in the DC underground. The end result is fantastic. 
“Infinity” is the fresh horse out of the gate for me, but they all burn hard and fast. 
Do yourself a favor and grab this bad boy. Reston Hardcore=represent! –Sean 
Koepenick (Undercurrent, undercurrentrecs@gmail.com)

BASICKS: Take a Ride: CD
I can’t figure out what to make of the fact that this album was recorded almost 
a decade before it was released. Honestly, even given the 2005 date, the 
music sounds about ten years out of date. At its best, it sounds like half-assed 
Ramonescore, and at its worst, it sounds like half-assed Rancid worship. But it’s 
not as if the band is incapable of writing a good melody. Certain songs definitely 
stand over others (see: “Little Demons,” “Werewolf,” “1000 Reasons”), and others 
make me want stick a pencil in my ear so I don’t have to hear anymore music ever, 
dear god please stop (see: “Candice,” “In This World”). I’m not even one to notice 
lyrics too often, but I really could have lived without hearing some of the rhymes 
on this record (“Candice, my candy apple swirl / Envy of all the boys and girls”). 
Plus, the music is so laughably ‘90s that I’m surprised that the last track isn’t a ska 
song. Overall, completely skippable. Grade: D+. –Bryan Static (Self-released, no 
address listed)

BATS, THE: Demo 5:26:84: ��”EP
The Bats are the kind of band that gets forgotten easily. Even today, many great 
bands play shows and break up without recording, but that was even truer in the 
pre-digital era. Michael Chabon, best known for his novels including Mysteries 
of Pittsburgh and Wonder Boys, briefly fronted The Bats:, a cool, very ‘80s- 
sounding band in the vein of the Meat Puppets. Two of the members of The Bats 
are currently in the stellar Pittsburgh act The Sicks. The download included with 
the vinyl also features a recording of the one full live set Chabon performed with 
The Bats. Not just an article of historical interest, these songs hold up well, with 
the vinyl having an incredible quality, considering the fact that it was mastered 
from a demo tape. Mind Cure Records continues to perform a tremendous 
public service by restoring fascinating works from Pittsburgh’s past. Bassist Lee 
Skirboll’s liner notes are as interesting as the music, rounding out this must-have 
release. –Art Ettinger (Mind Cure)

BATTERED CITIZENS: Police Brutality: LP
Mind Cure Records is not only an amazing Pittsburgh record store, but it’s also 
a record label dedicated to preserving its town’s music, both past and present. 
Those of us who were into punk and hardcore in the late ‘80s remember how 
underground things were in those awkward years between the hardcore era and 
the ‘90s resurgence. This demo is absolutely fantastic, with influences from every 
subgenre that existed up to that point in time. Classic ‘80s hardcore, NYHC, oi, 
crossover thrash, and other styles, along with distinctive vocals, lend a lot of 
flair to Battered Citizens. Included are a download card with the full demo along 
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with two live sets, and a very cool foldout poster with fascinating liner notes 
and images. Members of Battered Citizens went on to be in other notable bands 
including Killer Oof Sheep, Submachine, Timebomb, Caustic Christ, Truth & 
Rites, and Cultivator. That these songs stand the test of time makes it no surprise 
that the members of Battered Citizens remain active in the scene. –Art Ettinger 
(Mind Cure)

BAUS: Idol Minds: LP
Baus, pronounced “Boss,” out of Oakland offers up their first LP. It’s really hard 
to conform Baus’s sound to any one genre; they are a unique hybrid of noise, 
no-wave, post-punk, and funk. It’s got a quirky funk groove that really gets the 
hips moving without being clichéd in the least. A foundation of bass bounces in 
and out of step with funk-influenced drums is layered atop of odd and anxious 
post-punk guitar. The melodies of bass and guitar wander different paths, cross, 
join, rip apart, and bounce along. Mike’s shrill and uneasy vocals add to their 
unconventional charm, punctuated by some pretty rad shrieks from Sierra. It’s not 
too often that you find a band that sounds this unique. They’re an oddity. Cool, 
limited edition screen printed jackets and grape swirl vinyl. Don’t hesitate to pick 
this up. –Camylle Reynolds (Self-released, baus.bandcamp.com)

BEDS, THE: Ride Again: Cassette
Some serious bad trip potential happening on this one, which speeds up the riffs 
from side B of My War from trudge to mid-tempo and throws in blown-out amp 
scuzz. At first, I thought the singer’s screaming vox were gonna be all Springa all 
the time, but he has chops, and can mix it up: deadpan on some songs, howling on 
others, with echo mixed in to sinister effect. Hostility reigns supreme throughout. 
These cats would fit seamlessly into a Metz/Ex-Cult bill. Recommended. –
Michael T. Fournier (Ranch, ranchrecords.bigcartel.com/)

BEEKEEPERS: Self-titled: 7” EP
Beekeepers lead their record off with a faux-jazz, four-minute-long spiel about the 
inane and depressing life of a warehouse employee called “Pallet Stacking.” The 
following two songs are uniform with the central theme of brainless consumerism 
and a depressingly mind-numbing suburban existence. The presentation is artful, 
although at times musically grandiose, which is a turn off for me. I do appreciate 
that the effort is DIY with all the songs being recorded at either their homes or 
work places, but the final product still leaves a lot to be desired. Anti-authoritarian 
bands such as Crass shared similar views but opted for reckless aggression to 
drive their point across and it worked so much better than avant garde saxophone 
blowing ever will. –Juan Espinosa (X!, beekeepersweb.angelfire.com)

BEN DISASTER: “Another Word” b/w “Come Alive, Close My Eyes”: 7”
This was my favorite record of the lot this month. It reminds me of the bands like 
the Plimsouls that fell just off popularity’s beaten path. The vocals are rough in a 
sincere Replacements kind of way. The music is mostly upbeat with a dirty rock 
and roll vibe. This is the kind of band that you’d hear in a dive bar and fall in love 
with. –Ryan Nichols (Crude City)

BEN DISASTER: Another Word: 7”
Nothing pleases me more than reviewing Canadian releases. Ben Disaster hails 
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from Edmonton and falls into the realm of pop punk that leans towards noise pop, 
if that makes any sense. Loud and angular, yet catchy. Come Alive is probably my 
top track on this three-song single. Mastered by Warm Soda’s Matthew Melton, to 
boot. –Steve Adamyk (Crude City, bendisaster.bandcamp.com)

BETTER OFF DAMNED: Endless Fight: CD
Anyone into this counterculture’s music is familiar with the assumption from 
those not into punk that all of the bands sound the same. Of course, it’s possible to 
listen to a very broad range of music, even if it all can at least in some capacity be 
described as “punk.” It’s interesting how seldom truly mainline, simple, generic 
punk records arrive. It’s tempting to dismiss such releases as trite, but often 
these seemingly barebones records actually have a lot going for them. That’s the 
case with this EP from a young band from St. Louis called Better Off Damned. 
It’s clear that these guys listen to a lot of classic punk and hardcore, with the 
end result coming off a lot like the better streetpunk bands of the ‘90s, like The 
Unseen, only with a bit more of an early hardcore influence akin to Group Sex era 
Circle Jerks. No snide comments here. I genuinely enjoyed Endless Fight, which 
is a stick- to- your- roots kind of release. We’re better off with Better Off Damned. 
–Art Ettinger (Self-released, betteroffdamned.bandcamp.com)

BETTER OFF DAMNED: Endless Fight: CD
I don’t really seek out this type of HC regularly these days, but this is a pretty 
solid load of pissed songs in a relatively old school style. There are some 
breakdowns. Some back-ups. They don’t get all emotional or experimental. 
Nothing ground breaking, but well done. This album keeps the pace. I tend to still 
look for a mosh riff to put a HC album over the top for me, but if you’re esoteric 
about hardcore, this would be a good CD to have. –Billups Allen (Better Off 
Damned)

BIG CRUX: Ponchito: LP
This has “Minutemen” writ large across it in big letters, but don’t be quick to 
dismiss it as rehash. ‘Tis true they owe much to that much ballyhooed band of 
yore—the tinny telecaster sound, the song lengths, even their name I’m guessing 
was cribbed from a line in “Political Song for Michael Jackson to Sing”—but 
they take that inspiration off in other interesting directions (choruses and bilingual 
lyrics that don’t read quite as much like blue-collar haikus, for starters) as well as 
mooshing in bits of other influences and sounds to brand the resulting output as 
theirs. While today’s prevailing trend seems to be to stick to pre-determined and 
pre-approved templates, it’s nice to hear a band that sounds like they’re trying 
to build a divergent path off a band that built a divergent path. This is aces, I can 
only see them getting better from here, and I bet they rip live. –Jimmy Alvarado 
(Big Crux, bigcrux@gmail.com)

BITCH QUEENS: Kill Your Friends: CD
Kill Your Friends is a well-produced, sleazy, punky, bar rock record from Basel, 
Switzerland. Certainly not for all tastes, the vocalist is adept, as are the players. 
The lyrics are somewhat embarrassing, but that’s par for the course with this 
sort of cock rock- influenced material. Turbojugend members worldwide will 
rejoice. Everyone else will run for the door. Which side are you on? –Art Ettinger 
(Luxnoise)
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BLACK RAINBOW: Self-titled: LP
You’re going to form a relationship with Black Rainbow. They designed the 
walls of your dream home. They’re coming over to feed the cats while you’re on 
vacation. They’re in your kitchen, humming as steel-cut oats warm for breakfast. 
Black Rainbow are the friends you trust with your house keys or that you call, 
even after two years of no contact, when a real problem arises. So it makes sense 
that Black Rainbow is the fuzzy favorite blanket at the foot of your bed. It’s extra 
warm, can wipe away your tears, doubles as a superhero cape, or provides your 
dog with a home base. If you’re familiar with Allergic To Bullshit, Miami, or Los 
Canadians, you’re already tight and you’ll just be accepting another friend into 
your circle. If not, take a chance and wrap yourself up in the warmth of Black 
Rainbow’s friendship. “Hold on to what’s possible.” –Matt Seward (Starcleaner, 
starcleaner.com)

BLACK ROSE BAND: Road Kill from the Lost Bayou, Boogie Woogie Wasteland: � 
x Cassette
King Louie Bankston of the Missing Monuments and countless other projects 
submits a double cassette of two projects under the Black Rose Band moniker: 
the first cassette consists of an as-of-yet-to-be-released full length and the second 
a batch of home recorded unreleased gems. The first tape, Road Kill from the 
Lost Bayou, is highly reminiscent of the Missing Monuments with the same type 
of bayou stomping swagger accented by southern rock style guitar leads. Boogie 
Woogie Wasteland, however, is much more up my alley with a much stronger 
affinity for power pop while reminding us that they are a tied and true southern 
band. Both sessions deserve proper vinyl treatment but gun-to-my-head-pick-a-
favorite, I’d argue that Boogie Woogie Wasteland is the set of songs that would 
most likely turn more than a few heads even though it’s already been decided 
by King Louie that Road Kill… is the next slated for proper release. For fans 
of Gentleman Jesse, soul food, heartache, and blackout binge drinking. –Juan 
Espinosa (Death Rattle / Sympathy For The Hardware Industry, no address listed)

BLIND SHAKE, THE: Breakfast of Failures: LP
The guitar on here is so heavy and dark I was a little fearful it was on the wrong 
speed, as it sounded too good to be true. The opening to “Old Lake” sounds like 
it could be a Melvins’ song—the guitar sounds that good! Then the drums kick 
in and it gets noisy and out of whack from that point on in. There’s an uneasiness 
in these songs that is alluring, something that would sound perfect in a show like 
True Detective. These songs are dark—mixing punk, psych, surf, and other strains 
of rock’s distant glories to make this sinister sound. The songs are moderately fast 
paced, catchy, slightly damaged, and wound tight. “Parachute” bounces back and 
forth from a fast, driving pace to bouts of laying back and assessing the moment, 
then that gives way to the swaggering “Dots in the Fog.” Towards the end of the 
album, after the driving “Pollen,” things start to get a little more noisy and drawn 
out when they slip into “In a Trance,” and they ride it out until the very end. 
–M.Avrg (Goner, goner-records.com) 

BLOWFLY: Black in the Sack: LP
I have plenty of friends who adore Blowfly—credited by many as the first dirty 
rapper, if not the first rapper ever—who, in real life, is seventy-five-year-old 
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musician Clarence Reid, releaser of records since the Kennedy administration. If 
you find infinite entertainment value in hearing a dirty old black dude singing X-
rated parodies of songs like “Back in Black” ((the title track)) and “Another Rainy 
Night in Georgia” ((sung as “another spermy night in Georgia”)), by all means, 
feast at this copious pile of macaroni and cheese soul. I personally find Blowfly 
kind of fun to play in the van on the way to an out of town gig once in a while, but 
that’s about the extent of my appreciation. The comedic enhancements ((credited 
as “perverted prologues”)) by Tesco Vee are pretty ace, though. BEST SONG: 
“Spermy Night (Slight Return).” BEST SONG TITLE: “Spermy Night (Slight 
Return).” FANTASTIC AMAZING TRIVIA FACT: Thanks list includes a “Gary 
Gilmore.” –Rev. Nørb (Patac, patacrecords.com)

BLUE BLOODS, THE: Non-Rhotic: CD
First release from this Boston band in ten years! Was it worth the wait? 
Absolutely! Fourteen barn-burners are presented, showing that the chops are 
still intact. “Click” and “Drawn and Quartered” have been getting repeat action, 
but this one is flame resistant from start to finish. It looks like there a handful of 
reworked Pug Uglies classics included as well, since they seem to share a member. 
If that is not enough to wet your whistle, they sample Weird Science on the last 
song. What else do you need to know? –Sean Koepenick 
(East Grand;bluebloodsboston@gmail.com)

BODY FUTURES: Brand New Silhouettes: LP
Body Futures, at their best play, straight forward power pop with strong female 
vocals. Cheap Trick with Chrissie Hynde. At their worst, Body Futures play 
frazzled, over-complicated rock that is less memorable than No Doubt. Brand 
New Silhouettes starts out strong, but takes an all too soon turn to forgettable 
late ‘90s radio fodder. If it was a record full of “Hooks and Eyes,” I’d be a fan. 
Unfortunately, I’m going to have to take a hard pass. –Matt Seward (Latest Flame, 
latestflame.com)

BOYS: Demo 2013: 7”
This is a recognizable Bloated Kat release upon first listen. Intentionally 
progressive, the label prioritizes female and/or queer musicians at the front of 
their acts, and also promotes flyover country punks not hailing from the coastal 
behemoths of Los Angeles or New York. Bloated Kat has a tightly honed brand, 
and Boys are right on it, but pleasantly so. Hailing from Cincinnati, Ohio, Boys 
serves up guitar-propelled bubblegum pop punk along the lines of labelmates 
Lipstick Homicide and Jabber. None of these bands exist to make groundbreaking, 
innovative records, but they’re all tireless ambassadors for the art of making 
one’s own fun. Maura Weaver of the now-defunct Mixtapes contributes strong, 
sweet vocals with a ‘90s alternative pop edge, displaying a slight homage to Liz 
Phair or even Alanis. Relatable lyrics speak of suburban disillusionment with the 
predictability of daily life and the awkwardness of forging relationships. “Long 
Walk” is my favorite track, as the heaviest and most vulnerable, with a moody, 
contemplative slowdown that sweeps in at the minute-thirty mark. The production 
is DIY-rough, in a warm living room way. In “Sundae Skool” I hear a nod to 
Bratmobile and similar pop-driven riot grrrl, but also a slide into hardcore with 
a no-holds-barred acceleration at the end. It’s easy to know what to expect from 
Bloated Kat—and therefore from Boys—but that also guarantees quality music 
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that facilitates a good time. –Claire Palermo (Bloated Kat, bloatedkatrecords@
gmail.com, bloatedkatrecords.bandcamp.com) 

BREAKOUT: True Crime: 7” EP
In a lot of ways, hardcore has become as entrenched a style as disco—form 
over substance, quality, or innovation—and the response from its staunchest 
proponents is often to hurl abuse and contempt at any band that has the temerity 
to fuck with the formula. Some of the swellest stuff to come out of that scene, 
however—Black Flag, Die Kreuzen, Big Black, Criminal Code, Butthole Surfers, 
Bill Bondsmen, Fugazi, and so on—liberally pissed in the gene pool with often 
stunning results. That said, there’s some nice thinking outside the box going on 
here. Although firmly within the hardcore camp, Breakout amalgamates the mid-
tempo, primal yet oddly accessible qualities of Europe’s punk/hardcore tradition 
with Midwestern U.S. sensibilities and a gruff howl reminiscent of Out Cold’s 
Mark Sheehan into five potent, succinct blasts. Derivative? Sure, but the way they 
mix things up, and the way they own the sound makes ‘em stand out from the 
pack. –Jimmy Alvarado (Grave Mistake)

BREAKOUT: True Crime: 7” EP
This record is a gem, pure and simple. How a band manages to make me 
think of so many different artists on only five songs is quite a feat. It starts 
with a rhythmic and gritty post-punk / UK82 blend on the opening track 
“True Crime,” a song that seems to cut out far too soon. The next three tracks 
display more notable nods towards that UK82 sound with “All’s Quiet” 
having a verses that are reminiscent of Red Alert’s “In Britain” whilst on “No 
Sooner Said Than Done” and “Fill Your Boots,” the vocals could easily be 
Carl from Blitz. The record ends with “Retaliate,” a track that brings things 
a bit more up to date by having the quality of an early Fucked Up track, 
complete with vocals that match those of the behemothic Damian Abraham. 
Throughout the single, the bass booms with an air of menace, whilst the guitar 
sounds switches back and forth from razor sharp to almost clean, lacking any 
effects, helping create quite an expansive sound. It’s a sound that causes my 
body to shift, twirl, and shake each time I listen to it; such is the inherent 
sense of movement emanating from the songs. Breakout does a damn good 
job of making the UK82 sound—which, on reflection, has not stood the test 
of time for many of those original bands—come across as fresh, vibrant, and 
intriguing. –Rich Cocksedge (Grave Mistake, gravemistakerecords@gmail.
com, gravemistakerecords.blogspot.co.uk)

BRIAN MCGEE: Ruin Creek: LP
Apparently, this is the third solo LP from an ex-Plow United member. The 
pretentious one sheet takes note of the amount of ex punk band members going 
acoustic and makes sure the reviewer knows that this individual is not that. 
He moved to the mountains and immersed himself in American folk tradition. 
Too bad that did not include learning how to write a decent song. This is an 
entire album of overwrought vocals, uninteresting melodies, and ham-fisted 
lyrics. I continually find myself wondering how Drag The River can be such a 
phenomenal band and the rest of the “Punk dude goes acoustic” stuff is so not 
good. –Mike Frame (Creep)
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BRIMSTONE HOWL: Blowhard Deluxe: LP 
I love the slurry and swinging tracks on Blowhard Deluxe. This album is grimier 
than Magic Hour, a bit less pop bop-your-head wild than Big Deal. A bit of The 
Mummies, a bit Alex Chilton torn free from the Box Tops and Big Star. Blowhard 
Deluxe is heavy on the spooky blues reverb and rocker’s drawl, which I hear 
can be achieved only through a devotion to Lone Star lager; monastic study of 
the works of Faulkner, Hannah, and O’Connor; or eating an Elvis Presley Rose 
from the highest point of Graceland. And yet they are from Nebraska. Who can 
say which is true Brimstone Howl? In any case, Blowhard Deluxe rocks with 
the bright guitars on “King of the Scene,” and rolls with mid-tempo thump of 
“Landlocked+Waylaid.” This album is a more patient, plodding, and steady than 
the others, but it’s a keeper. Check out their bandcamp for a free download of 
“Singles Collection,” also great. –Jim Joyce (Dead Beat, dead-beat-records.com)

BRODY’S MILITIA: Napalm Zeppelin Raids: EP
Right fuckin’ here is a record that you need to run out and get. Or make your 
fingers do that tappy tap dance across your keyboard or mobile device and order 
this righteous black slab and have it sent direct to your turntable. Many have 
tried and most have failed, but Brody’s Militia have successfully blended thrashy 
hardcore with a more hard rocking edge. It’s like it was their secret weapon and 
they’ve been waiting some time to unleash it on the unsuspecting masses. This 
opens up with the skull-jarring thrash of “Toothless Skull” and then, suddenly, 
there’s this catchy-as-hell riff that catches you unprepared—but it’s so good and 
executed with precision—you go with it, and the songs and the rock just keep 
getting better and more dominant as the record plays. Hit the second side, and the 
Southern-fried rock seasonings really come to the fore, and yet the lyrical content 
is very much on the hardcore punk side with its straight-to-the-point attacks on a 
vapid world. “Sheep Fucking in the Heartland” and “Dumbfuck Fanfare” kill! The 
guitar tone is nasty, and the delivery has the finesse of a blunt instrument to the 
skull. I’m really hoping there’s more to come from these guys. Continue down this 
path, please! –M.Avrg (SPHC)

BROKEN THINGS: Four Songs: CD-R
Excellent packaging, musicianship, and lyrics on this record. The only thing that 
it lacks are the melodies. Early efforts are often tricky. It’s hard to tell if a band 
is trying to put their best foot forward or if it’s clearing out its back catalog of 
songs, saving the choice cuts for the LP. Clearly inspired by late ‘80s/early ‘90s 
college and alternative rock, Broken Things’ songs sound like the filler songs on 
a better band’s record. I feel conflicted as a critic, as this record and this band’s 
heart seems to be in completely right place, but the music just does nothing. I truly 
hope that this isn’t this band’s lasting legacy, and they continue to grow. But this 
one is pretty forgettable, unfortunately. Grade: C-. –Bryan Static (Self-released, no 
address listed)

BROOD, THE: Defective: 7”
Heavy hardcore grind band with dual male and female vocals, much like 
Antischism. The Brood plays music that is musically in the same vain as anarcho 
punk with more introspective, non-political lyrics. Mainly, there are male vocals 
with a sprinkling of backup female vocals—and on some songs they refrain each 
other. They meld really well together, each and every song. The gruff, aggressive 
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male vocals are present and enunciated so you can still make out the words. 
(Though if your ear isn’t tuned well enough for that, they included a lyric sheet 
(thank you!) that you can follow along with.) It blows my mind when bands 
spring the cash to press records but don’t include any info about themselves or 
the content of their lyrics. Track four, “Sleepwalking,” has the best balance of the 
two vocalists and my favorite line in the release: “You’ve lived inside your head 
too long / you’ll fucking die there, too far gone.” It’s a great “get off your ass and 
do something” record. Way to be motivating while also shredding. – Kayla Greet 
(Self-released)

BUCK BILOXI AND THE FUCKS: Culture Demanufacturer: LP
Buck Biloxi is home on Total Punk and Total Punk has a spokesman in Buck 
Biloxi. Take a listen to these songs and look at the packaging. This record has a 
more street level assault feel than the Fucks’ debut LP (a most powerful record by 
all means.) Home-fi by necessity, but a sonic force when seen live. Buck Biloxi is 
no joke! –Sal Lucci (Total Punk)

BUZZCOCKS: The Way: CD
I’ve adored this band from the first time I heard their Singles Going Steady album 
some thirty-odd years ago, so bearing that in mind, to my total geek-fan mind 
there are three Buzzcocks eras: 1) their “classic” period which begins with Spiral 
Scratch and ends with Trade Test Transmissions; 2) Modern, easily their nadir; 
and 3) their “second wind” period of their most recent three albums, including 
the one currently under discussion. The songs here are solid meat ‘n’ potatoes 
work for these cats—nothing will send the listener’s jaw bouncing off the floor in 
wide-eyed wonder the way “What Do I Get” or “I Believe” once did, but they’re 
handily working at levels well above the average gaggle of punters. Shelley and 
Diggle split songwriting evenly down the middle this time ‘round, with five 
apiece, and both allow themselves to experiment a bit within the parameters of the 
band’s sonic palette. Shelley’s vocals may be a bit gruffer than usual, no doubt the 
wear of years of hollering and emoting, but his delivery remains as strong as ever. 
–Jimmy Alvarado (Buzzcocks, buzzcocks.com)

CAFFIENDS: Self-titled: LP
Oh, sweet, sweet pop punk makes my heart go a-pitter patter. Caffiends, an 
Orlando four piece, doesn’t give one fuck, let alone two. Throw in a healthy 
handful of lovesick and lonely laments, and you have this totally perfect record! 
This is my new drunken basement show dream! So totally awesome—love, love 
love! –Jackie Rusted (Brassneck, brassneckrecords.bigcartel.com / JollyRonnie 
Records, jollyronnierecords.com / Swamp Cabbage, swampcabbagerecords.com)

CAFFIENDS: Self-titled: LP
Orlando, Florida’s Caffiends rip and roar through this pop punk, mayhem-praising 
release. I love the sound of this record and look forward to learning more about 
the band. Want to know what it sounds like? Imagine that you felt uneasy listening 
to one of your favorite bands, an American punk staple, because the legendary 
lead singer can be seen punching a female fan in the face on Youtube. Let’s say 
you still love their music and its playfulness and all that it represents, but, you 
know, punching your fans is for MTV, rock-god douchebaggery, not punks. Then, 
you put on the Caffiends and the sound is familiar but, as far as you know, no 
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one was punched in the face to make this good shit happen. Perhaps that was a 
long walk for a short trip. In short: Caffiends rule. Check them out. –John Mule 
(Brassneck, brassneckrecords.bigcartel.com / Chisel, chiselrecords.com / Jolly 
Ronnie, jollyronnierecords.com / Swamp Cabbage, swampcabbagerecords.com)

CASSILIS: Quitting: LP 
“Bloom Brigade” and “Softie” come halfway through Quitting and catch 
Cassilis’s skill for blending the all-instrument-as-percussion of hardcore with 
surprising melodies, like the latter song’s ostinado, just a nice angry couple of 
notes on repeat from fifteen seconds in and onward—it carries along, then second 
twenty-two hits and the whole band locks into that riff and doesn’t let go. We need 
more adjectives that combine the sensation of beauty and trouble. On the sleeve 
of the LP, a picture of a toilet filling with piss, framed by sparkling water, framed 
by outer space: all those pretty sharp edges, and in the center, splish splash urine 
bash in the punk house bathroom. Is everything a metaphor? It can be. If Cassilis’s 
2011 album, My Colors, was rough edged and powerful stone then Quitting is 
ruthless, muscular, and sharper than the older work; quicker angles and better 
everything this time around. –Jim Joyce (Zegema Beach, zegemabeachrecords.
com / Square Of Opposition, squareofopposition.com / The Ghost Is Clear, 
theghostisclearrecords.com / Black Lake, blacklakerecords.net)

CASTRO: The River Need: CD
I honestly do not know what to make of this. It starts off with a speedy punk 
rock blast that I peg as Gits-ish, then gets into a ‘00s spacey rocker, followed by 
a ‘90s alternative rock radio type tune, gets truly weird with a big-chorus glam 
rock oddity, and then into a straight-up Soundgarden-type riff. This band clearly 
has good players and a talented, dynamic singer, but they just don’t have an 
identity. That’s not to say a band shouldn’t experiment and have a wide range of 
influences, but they need to come together into a cohesive sound for a band and 
album to work. The most compelling song, placed near the end of the record—the 
title track—is one evoking a Dag Nasty/Embrace sort of feeling, a song where 
just about everything clicks to create a song worth repeat listens. –Chad Williams 
(Boss Tuneage, bosstuneage.com, / Kong Tiki, kongtiki.com, info@kongtiki.com)

CAVES: Betterment: Cassette
Second full-length album from U.K.-based trio, Caves delivers some real nice 
pop punk. There’s even a tambourine at one point! –Bianca (Dead Broke, 
deadbrokerecords.com) 

CHEAP CASSETTES, THE: All Anxious, All the Time: CD
Punk historians, take note that the aesthetic of this CD is the total embodiment of 
DIY self-promotion circa ten years ago. I’m talking printed paper label, WordArt 
drop shadows, photo collage of the band members for the insert. I swear that’s not 
a cheap shot—I just haven’t seen a new release like this since 2004, when they all 
looked just like this. Anyway, this is some heavily Costello-influenced power pop, 
mixed in with some New York Dolls and roughed up with a little Replacements 
grit. Apparently this is a long-distance project, meaning these ten songs were 
recorded across the span of three years and five states. I respect the perseverance 
it takes to keep a band from fading out under that kind of pressure, but it always 
seems to come at a cost. Everything sounds flattened out and forced together, 
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and somehow it’s all too apparent that these guys probably haven’t played in the 
same room for years. It’s missing the kind of energy you really need to put the 
power in the pop, you know what I mean? –Indiana Laub (Cassettes On Record, 
cassettesonrecordrecords.bigcartel.com)

CHUMPED: Teenage Retirement: LP/CD
Chumped’s first release featured half a dozen tracks of hook-laden pop punk 
structured to cater for a loose and energetic delivery, which worked favorably for 
the band. The band’s debut album contains twice as many songs but I would be 
hard pressed to exclusively use the term pop punk this time around as Chumped 
have added an edge of something verging on introspection to its music. There is 
less of an emphasis on the raucous and more of an equal footing for a melancholic 
approach, found both in the lyrics but more noticeably in the music. That switch 
is evident in the first four tracks with the first two providing a gradual stepping 
stone up to the more hectic “Coffee” before leading into “Novella Ella Ella Eh” 
where the foot is put firmly to the floor. As the album reaches a close, that foot 
eases off the pedal, resulting in a final pair of tracks, “The Pains of Being …” and 
“Old and Tired” which lead Teenage Retirement into a relatively somber end. One 
of many positives on this album is its recording, which retains the same carefree 
quality of its predecessor, helping the songs breathe and not be compressed 
into a lifeless entity. The versatility shown by Chumped makes it stand out as 
a band worth keeping track of in the future. –Rich Cocksedge (Anchorless, 
anchorlessrecords@hotmail.com, anchorlessrecords.com)

CJ RAMONE: “Understand Me?” b/w “Rise Above”: 7”
The word “Ramone” has to be enough to open more than a few doors for anyone 
who legitimately holds that moniker. Such a person certainly deserves a level 
of respect for having performed in one of the greatest bands ever. As such, I 
am intrigued when new musical ventures are attempted by a former Ramone, 
approaching them with higher expectations than I would many other artists’ new 
work. At this stage I must admit this is an almost total rewrite of my first version 
this review I initially felt the 7” was lackluster and insipid, comparing it to a 
two-week-old lettuce discovered in the fridge. (My first attempt at reviewing 
this was written on 8th October 2014, which coincidentally is CJ’s birthday as 
well as being the twenty fifth anniversary of me last seeing the Ramones and the 
only time I saw the band with him on bass.) However, with repeated plays the 
lead track slowly began to grow on me. There’s no denying that this has some 
Ramones influences heard in both the guitars and some of the vocals. It’s a catchy 
number—albeit one which is fairly predictable in terms of chord progressions and 
song structure—but eventually it found a modicum of favor from my overly picky 
brain. I can’t be anywhere near so forgiving with the flipside though, despite the 
involvement of Dez Cadena on guitar and backing vocals. Black Flag’s original 
“Rise Above” had grit and bile oozing from every crevice, resulting in a track 
that, to this day, still makes my hairs stand on end. This cover drops all of those 
qualities and offers nothing more than a bland rendition of a true classic. –Rich 
Cocksedge (Fat Wreck, mailbag@fatwreck.com, fatwreck.com)

CLASS OF 8�: Future on Fire: ��” LP
Minneapolis melodic thrash punk. Grab some bros and some brews and they’ll 
meet you at the Rock Rock Rock. Solid release. The album art alone—a handful 
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of beautiful pencil drawings by Nic Skrade—is enough of a reason to buy this 
record. –Jackie Rusted (Self-released, classof86@gmail.com)

COLLAPSE: Disarm: 7” EP
Out of Detroit comes this fast, radical hardcore that defies the easy categorization 
of anarcho. Collapse is solid crust, dishing up plenty of breakdowns and blast 
beats, but veiled in a stoner fog that avoids cliché and approaches the forest-moss 
darkness of Thou or Cloud Rat. There’s even a song called “My Little Droney,” 
betraying their love of drone. Yet there’s too much of a message to risk getting lost 
in unintelligible bellowing. Their vocalist Ashleigh brings to mind the formidable 
Mia Zapata of the Gits and Jen Thorpe of Submission Hold, emoting each word 
with the weight of a manifesto. “Fuck You I’m Done” brings to mind early Black 
Flag but with a riot grrrl’s laser focus on the political implications of household 
items: “I took out the trash / I brought in the mail / Sit, watch the world / From 
my TV.” Feminist sentiment is strong throughout. “Left” is the most Submission 
Hold-ish track, shifting on a pin from lumbering stoner drag-step into a rolling, 
tribal metal rhythm with impassioned war cries layered over the doom. There is 
room for growth sonically. At times, Ashleigh chants in her own world and the rest 
of the band is in a manic sprint to keep up with her. But if the soul of anarcho is 
the message, Disarm succeeds in getting that across: question everything, from the 
coffee cup on your desk to cops in the street. In the spirit of Crass, each member 
of Collapse walks the radical path that they’re spitting about. Every component of 
this release was handmade with care, from its spray-painted and etched jewel case, 
to the zine-style typewriter text lyric sheet and a personalized letter to “the good 
people of Razorcake” enclosed. This is a band that wants an individual, reciprocal 
connection to their fans, and they’re earning it. –Claire Palermo (Self-released, 
collapsebooking@gmail.com, collapsepunk.com) 

CONTINGENT: Homme Sauvage: 7”single
Absolute killer single here! Contingent are an old band from Brussels who existed 
from 1979 to 1981, released one single, then recorded the two songs on here, and 
promptly split up before this was even released (which took over thirty years to 
happen). But at least it happened, and thank fuck that it did. These songs are great. 
Catchy without being wimpy or sappy, shot through with urgency and wound up 
tight. My favorite of the two is the flipside, “Vivons Tres Vite.” It comes on with 
some scratchy “chika-chicka” guitar with a stabbing downstroke which comes in 
every couple seconds that immediately has the energy at a simmer. The vocals are 
delivered in an excited manner and sometimes he hangs on the end of a word for 
effect. The beat is catchy as hell, and, as the song goes along, the energy picks up 
and up. It’s songs like this that remind me of what made/makes punk awesome. If 
you like bands like No Hope For The Kids, or the Vicious, then you will want to 
seek this one out. –M.Avrg (Danger, dangerrecordsparis@gmail.com)

COPYRIGHTS, THE: Report: CD
The Copyrights propagated a style of pop punk before the market became 
saturated. Because of the many imitators since, they can sound derivative. It’s 
hard for me to fully enjoy this album because it reminds me so much of high 
school. However, once past the, at times, slightly juvenile and repetitive hooks, 
there are some amusingly clever lyrics—something that never fails to delight 
me. “I’m throwing nickels at my student loans / and they haven’t made a dent” 
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is a sentiment relatable to any college student or graduate. “The New Frontier” 
is a musical ode to the works of Steinbeck. And the simple, but honest, lines, “I 
wouldn’t change it if I could / But that’s easy to say / I can’t change it anyway,” 
from “This World Is Such a Drag” are a perfect summation of my current outlook 
towards my dead end job and overwhelming school load. All this, wrapped in 
a pop punk package, make for an easily digestible—if saccharine—listening 
experience. –Ashley Ravelo (Red Scare, redscare.net, toby@redscare.net)

COTILLION: Self-titled: Cassette
In the first year after I discovered where DIY was in my town, I went to every 
show I heard about at the two local punk houses I knew. Whatever was on was 
what I got into—and, given the particular time and place, what was on was bleak, 
dirty, larynx-shredding hardcore, often with a gloomy inclination toward metal or 
chaotic screamo. Thus was laid the groundwork for my taste in punk. This demo 
could easily have been something I picked up for two bucks at some shadowy 
merch table in that formative year. The vocals are a harsh and indecipherable 
bark, less communicative than textural. The music is equally aggressive, but the 
band breaks up the onslaught with some scattered moments of moody guitar. Even 
the production is familiar in the best way. That tape warble, that silver-Sharpied 
title, the way the volume plummets three seconds into each song… man. Shit like 
this was everything back then. Thumbs up for keeping it going. –Indiana Laub 
(Self-released, cotillionhc@gmail.com, cotillionhc.bandcamp.com)

COZY: Button by Button: LP
Hoarders of vinyl and purveyors of tropes and idioms, Cozy deliver dork 
anthems of shoulder-shaking insouciance patterned after early ‘70s glam rock 
((band members are named “Bonkers Waddington,” “Baz Bosworthy,” “Gordie 
Leatherby” and “Fabian Blockbuster,” if that tells you anything)) but coming 
across as more of a mash-up between AC/DC and the Rubinoos than anything 
else. When these clever lads have it all clickin’, they’re pretty formidable, but I 
don’t think the Charlie-Watts-style behind-the-beat drumming always works in 
their favor. Wrong trope, Fabian! Surely singing the falsetto part to “Pure Lady” 
must have been a special time in that young man’s life. Carry on. BEST SONG: 
“Button by Button.” BEST SONG TITLE: “Denim Dream.” FANTASTIC 
AMAZING TRIVIA FACT: The only other album cover I can remember that has 
the band photos printed in brown was Vern Nussbaum’s immortal The Boogie 
Man LP circa 1975, so buy with confidence. –Rev. Nørb (Hozac, hozacrecords.
com)

CURTIS SEALS / CHRISTIAN D’ORBIT: “The Scandalizer” b / w “Drive Me Crazy”: 7”
This is a bit of an unusual reissue from 1981. The folks on here are related to 
The Penetrators, who released both of these tracks (on a record Slovenly recently 
reissued), although neither seem to have any other solo releases. The fact that it is 
an unusual choice for a reissue, however, does not make it a bad choice. Beyond 
that, who doesn’t like a 7” stuffed full of swingin’ sounds? “The Scandalizer” is 
a rhythm and blues rock’n’roller, wherein the dude screams about how he’s “the 
best around.” Sounds like it could have been sitting on a shelf for about twenty-
five years before its initial release. The flip features a raw and catchy garage 
punk number with yelled female vocals over the top. Definitely worth looking up, 
especially for the backside. –Vincent (Windian) 
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DARK GYPSIES: Greco’s Back: CD
The Greco in question is Ron Greco, aka “Ron the Ripper” of full-tenured SF 
punk legends Crime. These seven songs do have a bit of that darkly shambolic 
Crime-y feel to them, but were also reminding me of The Gun Club, if Jeffrey Lee 
Pierce’s Delta Blues leanings would have been erased and replaced with a more 
San Francisco-y vibe. These recordings have a sparsely-twiddled demo quality to 
them, which works against them in matters of providing transcendent moments of 
refined excellence, but works in their favor as regards projecting creator intimacy. 
Traders in black fabric dye futures take note and plan accordingly. BEST SONG: 
“Rebel House Girl.” BEST SONG TITLE: “Hey Gene.” FANTASTIC AMAZING 
TRIVIA FACT: Lyrics and liner notes make reference to—and misspell—Kezar 
Stadium, former home of the San Francisco 49ers, and, briefly, the Oakland 
Raiders. –Rev. Nørb (Rebel House)

DEAD SPACE, THE: Faker: LP
Beefed-up post-punk in the vein of Joy Division or early Swans. They do what all 
good post-punk bands do: create a sense of openness and space within their music 
that allows the listener to fall into the vast soundscape. As always, the heavier 
songs are my favorite. There’s a good balance, too, because bands can sometimes 
lean too far in the direction of slower songs. This record did not put me to sleep, 
and that’s a great thing. Grade: B+. –Bryan Static (12XU, 12xu.net)

DEATH TO TYRANTS: Untitled: 7”EP 
Hypnotic instrumental tracks, volatile melodies, and ample crash and splash in the 
drum department. If El Ten Eleven is the electronic tinkles of a new spaceship, 
and Explosions In The Sky is a crash-landed spaceship from ancient civilizations, 
then Death To Tyrants is the dudes who tried to make the spaceship out of a 
pickup truck, rubber bands, and hot toddies: big, bone-warming earth rock with 
a bit of that aerial zoominess that at least I associate with vocal-free instrument-
driven groups. Comes with a digital download so you can listen to this fine shit 
while you walk around in that white snowy ambiance. –Jim Joyce (Tor Johnson, 
torjohnsonrecords.com)

DEATHWISH: Self-titled: Box Set
This is a three-piece vinyl box set by a Boston band that shed its skin from record 
to record. A brief history of the band: Record one was recorded in 1983 and has 
been expanded to seven songs from the unauthorized bootleg release that made the 
rounds online. It’s crisp and clear now since it was remixed by ace Don Zientara 
in 2013. Record two first came out as a cassette release in 1987 in a limited run. 
The band went under the alias of The Loved Ones (sort of like Angry Samoans 
with Queer Pills) and changed gears a bit to more of a psychedelic ‘70s punk 
angle. Mostly just distributed in the Boston area at that point, most everyone 
who got a copy knew it was still Deathwish. Record three was recorded one year 
earlier, but wasn’t finished until 1995. Bassist Jordan Wood (Slapshot) plays on 
one song and bassist Pat Leonard (Moving Targets) is featured on the other. So 
drop the pencil, the pop quiz will be later. The music on this box set requires a 
dissection. Record one is a furious blast of hardcore from its time. Think Jerry’s 
Kids jamming with Minor Threat. “Condemned for Life” and “Backstab” will 
benefit from high volume on your turntable. Once your ears stop ringing, file this 
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next to the first Gang Green record in your collection. Record two is a different 
animal. What if The Dictators made a record with Stiv Bators, David Johansen, 
and Nick Marsh (Flesh For Lulu) as guest singers? This would have come pretty 
damn close. “Minnesota Strip” is my favorite here, but “Back of the Bus” sports 
some Dag Nasty-ish guitar riffage that will keep the punters smiling. Finally, 
record three. Only two songs. “What We’ve Got” is a studio version of what was 
normally an instrumental show opener for the band. “Young and Undefined” 
features Leonard’s fluid bass playing to great effect. The only way to get this is 
direct from the label’s site and then play it loud. –Sean Koepenick (Disclaim, 
disclaimrecordings.com)

DEATHWISH: Six Bullet Roulette: 7” 
This record is every bit as heavy as its very Pushead-inspired cover art would 
have you believe. I wouldn’t exactly call it metal, or punk… I don’t know 
(and besides, when it boils down to it, what do those descriptions even mean 
anymore?) Let’s just say that it makes me think of Poison Idea or Motörhead and 
that can’t be a bad thing. –Ty Stranglehold (Profane Existence) 

DECADES/FAILURES: 002: Cassette
Wonderfully atmospheric and gloomy and… and… well, uh, and almost exactly 
like Joy Division. I mean, there’s scant elements of other bands (Spectres, Cat 
Party, and even a little Bauhaus come to mind) as well as a song or two that 
mayyyybe come across like the soundtrack to an ominous montage in one of 
the Terminator movies or something, but mostly, 002 just sounds eerily like Joy 
Division. I like it, and the band’s damn convincing, but yeah, take note: they 
sound like a slightly modernized version of Ian and the gang. Take it or leave it. 
–Keith Rosson (Dead Tank)

DEVIANTS, THE: Have Left the Planet: CD
Depending on who you ask, The Deviants are either U.K. proto-punk legends led 
by eccentric writer/author Mick Farren, or just another band you’ve never heard 
of. This CD collects demos, live, and studio outtakes from the Deviants, and while 
this is far from being essential, it’s definitely interesting. The majority of the 
tracks were recorded with longtime Deviants members including guitarist/bassist 
Andy Colquhoin and former Motörhead drummer Phil Taylor who lay down the 
background for Farren to recite his weird poetry-songs over the top. At times, 
this brings to mind the music of Frank Zappa, of which I am not a fan. This is the 
type of release where I know it’s historically relevant and important to some, but, 
unfortunately, it’s not necessarily accessible and/or very listenable to me. –Mark 
Twistworthy (Gonzo Multimedia, gonzomultimedia.com)

DFL: Earn Your Scars: CD
Ultra metallic hardcore from this five-piece band. Two singers would lead you 
to believe that there may be some variety in the vocal department. Not the case. 
The vocals are screamed on each song from end to end. Even though the playing 
is competent, there’s nothing here for my ears to latch on to when it’s all wrapped 
up. –Sean Koepenick (Schizophrenic, schizo666.com)

DIGITAL LEATHER / THE HUSSY: Split: LP
Digital Leather: Minimalist synth stuff—sludgy, bee-buzz bass lines and an 
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overall gloomy, depressed vibe. The Hussy: Synth-drenched mid-tempo punk 
with a much brighter vibe than their recordmates. –Jimmy Alvarado (Southpaw, 
southpaw-records.com)

DIRTY FENCES: Ladies Choice: 7”
Dirty Fences are a band I’ve heard about for some time, but never really checked 
out. My loss, since this single is great. “Say You Love Me” is a hit. Glam garage 
from NYC that’s done well. Lots of grit and proper attitude with these cats. Poppy, 
with dirtbag swagger, recorded by Miss Alex White. A fine crunch of a record, 
courtesy of Warren Bailey’s Oops Baby Records. Some labels chug out releases 
you can trust, and this powerhouse mostly-singles label falls into that category. 
–Steve Adamyk (Oops Baby, oopsbabyrecords.com) 

DOT DASH!: Humanity Will Fall / Devastation: CD
I initially heard Dot Dash! a few years ago when they were on a nifty split 10” 
with Ultraman. Now their first two albums are compiled on one handy CD, for 
those not in a hunting mood. Dot Dash! sing in English, but hail from France. 
They sound like a happier, more accessible version of Samiam. This is a real treat 
for fans of earnest, emo-ish pop, which— judging by my nonstop swaying—, 
includes me. Dash to your local record store and look for Dot Dash! –Art Ettinger 
(Dashrok Zound, monadjudant69@yahoo.fr)

DRUGS DRAGONS: II & I/II: LP
Drugs Dragons start quick and fuck you up hard, but then they leave ya with a 
long comedown. Not a bad life-questioning comedown. Rather, you get stuck 
with glimpses of your previous heights, and false signals of their return. Until you 
realize that you aren’t getting back where you want, and the feeling dissipates 
into nothing. And in the aftermath, you wonder if you pumped it up more than it 
pumped you up. In other words, II & I/II begins with this big psychedelic garage 
ripper, replete with snarled vox buried and blended, that just won’t quit; literally, 
there were several parts where you thought it was the end of the ride, but then 
they take ya for another worthwhile spin. Once the first track finally relinquishes 
its last breath, Drugs Dragons charge into a march on a psychedelic spiral. The 
spiral continues, feeling as though you’re moving neither up nor down, yet the 
ride is thoroughly grand. But then it descends furiously until burns out. Next up is 
a wild and danceable blast, but it sounds pretty accessible after what was just put 
forth. After that, kinda felt like the jams were being unenthusiastically spewed out 
more than kicked out. The rest of the album nonetheless maintains aspects of the 
big start, and doesn’t whimper as such, but it didn’t go out with its bang. –Vincent 
(Dusty Medical)

DUCK & COVER: Self-titled: LP
Boston four-piece delivers an eight-song shotgun blast that may cause you to go stone 
deaf forever. But just know your limits and you will be fine. This is no rookie ball by 
these rabble-rousers. They have all paid their dues and their effort shows the proper 
results. “Dead Giveaway” features a Stooge-like vibe while “Stand Corrected” would 
not have been out of place on the first ‘Mats platter. “Gather Your Strength” even has 
a bit of a “Bonzo Goes to Bitburg” melody in the mix. But these dudes have a sound 
that is all their own; you just need to take the plunge. Highly recommended. –Sean 
Koepenick (duckcover1.bandcamp.com/releases, duckandcoverboston@gmail.com)
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DYSTOPIA: Human=Garbage: � x LP
I remember the first time I heard this album, back around 1994. I bought this on CD 
along with stuff like Deviated Instinct and Doom. I listened to those a few times, 
but the Dystopia disc stayed in my player for a long, long time. There was nothing 
else like them. Towards the end of the decade, there were some bands that did try 
to bite their style, and it was pretty apparent these interlopers were cheesy as hell 
and quickly forgotten. For me, Dystopia is one of the best bands from the 1990s, 
and one I can still listen to and be blown away. Musically, they were a perfect mix 
of metal and hardcore punk with all the offshoots—like death metal, crust, grind, 
and sludge—thrown in for flavoring. The guitar sounds evil, the percussion is tight 
and forceful, and the bass has this sinister lurking way about it. The part of “Stress 
Builds Character,” when the music kicks in never gets old. So f’n good it’s unreal! 
The whole album is solid as hell. There’s never a moment where it gets dull or 
repetitive. They keep the tempos varied, such as the instrumental “The Middle” 
and some songs that are largely sound collages, like “Sanctity,” “Love//Hate,” or 
the lumbering “Ignorance of Pride” to offset the sonic pummeling of songs like 
“Ruptured Silence” and “Hands That Mold.” This edition is true to the CD version, 
as it has the five songs from the original vinyl pressing, along with their material 
from their splits with Embittered and Grief. All pressed on two clear sheets of vinyl 
to be played at 45 rpm. I’m reluctant to call most records classic, but this truly is. I 
would like to think that over time people, if they haven’t already, will come to see 
this is as a pretty important piece in the history of underground music. Original, 
groundbreaking, and all that. –M.Avrg (Tankcrimes, tankcrimes.com)

EASTER TEETH: Being Alone with Your Thoughts Is for Inmates: CD
Imagine a Minutemen show in a church basement, but with Les Claypool on 
bass and James Brown howling on the mic. That’s Easter Teeth. Blood brothers 
Josh and Tim Eymann serve up a fresh take on funk-punk convergence that is 
light-hearted and unforced. Easter Teeth tosses away the econo jam and goes big 
with Death From Above 1979 growling bass and a Contortions horn section, but 
maintains DIY finesse, using whatever gadgets are around. They play super-tight, 
stopping on a dime. If “Break out the Knives” doesn’t get your toes tapping, you 
might not be human. “Get up, get down, just as long as you get there,” or in other 
words, get up offa that thang! Hardcore roots emerge in the lyrics, which mix cute 
wordplay with anti-government provocation. The title track contains my favorite 
line—”zero convictions but a litany of guilt”—evoking a kind of working-class 
restlessness. Dueling yell-vocals blend the renegade marching band rollick of the 
Taxpayers with Minor Threat urgency. “Where Have All the Demons Gone” is the 
most sonically interesting, seasoned with keyboard-synth roars that verge on Nine 
Inch Nails industrial territory. Unpopular opinion: I couldn’t get through the horn-
less versions of each song. I hear the argument for allowing listeners to curate 
the album to personal taste, but it’s just not the same. With the brass, we’re at a 
thinking man’s soul party—who could ask for more? Put this on, get sweaty, and 
pour one out for D. Boon and the Godfather of Funk. –Claire Palermo (Veritas 
Vinyl, veritasvinyl@gmail.com, veritasvinyl.net) 

EL JIMMY: De Puta Madre: CDEP-R
Top notch Leatherface-esque guitar playing with hella-crappy vocals that do not 
synchronize. Dude should use this as a demo and find a band to join. So if you are 
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in the Madrid area, hit this guy up. The incoherent, handwritten letter (in English) 
that accompanied this CD-R says that he gets paid $1,500 an hour, I think. 
Confusing. –Lisa Weiss (Jimbo)

ERGS, THE: Dorkrockcorkrod: LP
The vinyl version of this record originally came out in 2005 and has been 
unavailable for a bit, so to mark the ten year anniversary of its release, the folks at 
Don Giovanni have re-mastered and re-released this, the debut LP from The Ergs. 
It’s a move that makes sense, as The Ergs legacy is bigger than ever, despite the 
fact that they broke up in 2008. The Ergs were a great band—playing out like an 
updated version of the Descendents with softer edges yet still with the ability to 
pen a fucking near perfect pop punk song. This LP is a modern classic, jam packed 
with some truly great songs about girls, love, and… did I mention girls? If you 
like the less traditionally “punk” Descendents songs about girls, then you’ll love 
this. But you’ve most likely already had this record for years anyways. –Mark 
Twistworthy (Don Giovanni, dongiovannirecords.com)

ESPECTROSTATIC: Escape from Witchtropolis: LP
I remember one time while reviewing Alex Cuervo’s band Hex Dispensers that 
I felt that each song was like a story on an episode of show like The Twilight 
Zone or Outer Limits. If that is the case, then Cuervo’s solo, electronic project 
Espectrostatic is the soundtrack to the individual scenes in any given episode of 
that same show. This is the second LP for Espectrostatic and I couldn’t be happier. 
I love to sink into the creepiness of songs like “Removing the Bandages” or “The 
Cold Spot” or get tensed up by the futuristic chase sounds of “The Feral Kids” or 
“This Is a War Universe.” As a horror and sci-fi fan, I really love how I can take 
the song titles, and while listening to the songs, I can fully imagine the scenario. It 
is a completely different listening experience and I can’t get enough. I’ve also got 
to mention the amazing cover art by Drazen Kozjan. It fits the record perfectly. 
–Ty Stranglehold (Trouble In Mind, troubleinmindrecs.com)

FILMSTRIP: Moments of Matter: LP
This has a lot in common with the softer, smoother side of college alt-rock and the 
various waves of indie that came after it, from R.E.M. to Smashing Pumpkins to 
Grandaddy. Frontman Dave Taha does take on an uncanny Michael Stipe drawl 
to deliver lines like, “Like a video game, flashing nothing, everybody is stuck on 
explode.” The pacing is the real accomplishment of this record; this is a band that 
knows how to ramp up and mellow out in exactly the right places. Not something 
you really notice until you hear it done right. There’s the hint of a folksy twang 
running through side A, especially the one-two opening punch of “Don’t You 
Know” and “Waiting on a Train”—not so much as to nudge this thing into full-on 
cowpunk territory, but enough to call maybe the first Titus Andronicus album to 
mind. It’s on side B that this tendency blossoms into the swingy melancholy of 
“Wild Abandon” and “Is You Is,” the aching gospel finale. This is my first listen 
to Filmstrip, but I get the feeling I’m catching them on their way up to something 
bigger. –Indiana Laub (Exit Stencil, info@exitstencil.org, exitstencil.org)

FISTULA: Northern Aggression: ��”
How fucking heavy can one band be? I really shouldn’t be too surprised by such 
a feat but rarely does anyone encapsulate everything endearing about pulverizing 
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bands such as Dystopia, Buzzoven, and Corrupted in one sitting. Infusing a bit of 
crust and grindcore influence makes this record harder to categorize, so let’s just 
say that if you’re more inclined to partake in the ugly side of music then Fistula 
are waiting for you with open arms. –Juan Espinosa (Patac, patacrecords.com)

FISTULA: Vermin Prolificus: LP
There’s a repeating mantra in this record, pulled from what sounds like a sound 
clip from an old movie, which goes, “The drugs are more important than you.” 
This record is really dumb, but in its own way really great. It’s made for stoners 
who like evil stuff and demons, so get on that if you’re high as fuck right now. 
The record will constantly remind you about drugs, by the way, so be prepared 
to have some weird feelings as it addresses you, the audience, directly. It’s like 
grindcore, but I don’t know enough about the genre to compare to another band 
accurately. There’s definitely some doom metal in there. I wish I could type out a 
picture of the cover art, but I’m not that good at ASCII art. GRADE: Ä-. –Bryan 
Static (To Live A Lie, tolivealie.com)

FLAREUP / GIRL: Split: Cassette
FlareUp is from Indonesia and Girl is from Minneapolis. Both offer four songs 
each of intense hardcore which fans of powerviolence and similar hardcore will 
enjoy. The tracks by both bands on this tape are killer, but the duplication of this 
tape sounds so horrible and lo-fi that I am convinced something went wrong with 
the duplication process, or something has gone horribly wrong with my tape deck. 
It’s a great split release, regardless, and worth checking out. –Mark Twistworthy 
(Nog, nogblogofficial.blogspot.com)

FRAU: Self-titled: LP
Crude, bass-heavy, lady-punk with yelly vocals. A spontaneous Penis Envy 
influenced by early hardcore. It would have fit in perfectly with one of the “artier” 
tracks on the Welcome to 1984 comp (I’m looking at you “Fish In a Bowl”). 
Frantic and hard, while still being off-kilter and righteous. –Daryl (Dead Beat)

FREAK VIBE: Prostration: Cassette
The black and white photo of a skintight jeaned leg/boot firmly standing on a 
chain link with a razor blade conveniently lying nearby instantly brought on 
fantasies of a hardcore punk band melding oi with cold wave post punk. Such 
was not the case. Freak Vibe’s tunes owe much more to the goth-punk stylings 
of early Birthday Party or even the Cramps’ reckless attitude sans the rockabilly. 
Captivating and brilliant musicianship performed with unchained ferocity 
and fronted by a howling, menacing figure. Papa bear like. Send more. –Juan 
Espinosa (Casino Trash, casinotrashrecords@gmail.com, psychedtodie@gmail.
com)

G. GREEN: Area Codes: LP
Second LP offered up by Sacramento band G. Green. A contrast to their first LP, 
Area Codes is more focused and mature, with their signature alt-quirk post-punk 
sound. Still, it’s sharp, odd, and catchy pop. Area Codes is cleanly recorded—a 
yin to the yang of their gnarly—albeit hell of a lot more inebriated—live set. 
Mike’s anxious post-punk guitar sets the tone of each song, sounding slightly 
off kilter but somehow perfectly balancing each melody, weaving in and out of 
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Andrew’s more distorted rhythms. Both Andrew and Mike sing on this LP, their 
screechy yelps and hollers are both lighthearted and emotive. The stand out, 
“Brain Fuck,” is choppy dance punk that sounds a lot like one of my favorite 
bands, Synthetic ID. “Fake Affair” features drummer Liz on vocals. She’s got 
a flat, atonal cool girl sound. They also make good use of her voice on backup 
throughout as well. And “Drugs” is a drunken lazy rock’n’roll song that makes 
me want to… well… get drunk and party. Well done. –Camylle Reynolds (Mt. St. 
Mtn, mtstmtn.com)

G.F.P. / SCHEISSE MINNELLI: Best at Its Worst: ��”
So you say you’ve got a split record featuring a crazy drawing of a Viking 
skeleton grinding coping on a pool full of radioactive waste while slamming back 
a bottle of booze on the front cover? I’m listening. General Fucking Principle 
kicks it off with a heavy mid-’80s hardcore vibe. Dayglo Abortions come to mind 
(not an unusual occurrence for me). This is really good stuff. After I listened, 
I noticed that G.F.P. features punk rock legend Greg Hetson on guitar and 
skateboard legend Tony Alva on bass. Rad! Now on to the other side and Scheisse 
Minnelli. This is a band that I’ve never heard, but I’ve always been an admirer 
of their band name. It makes me laugh every time I think of it, let alone read it or 
hear someone say it. I am happy to be able to say that I really like their tunes, too. 
Very similar to G.F.P., but I’d say that Scheisse is a little more technical. Bonus 
points for working “No Whammys, No Whammys, Big Bucks” into a song. Holy 
shit, is that Tesco Vee rapping on a funky disco song to finish up the record? I 
believe it is. This is a killer record that is going to get a lot of mileage around here. 
–Ty Stranglehold (Rockstar)

GAMES: Little Elise: 7”
The title track pilfers the initial vocal line of the Beach Boys’ “California Girls” 
and transplants it into a power pop gem that sounds like it’s just been plucked 
outta 1978. “About Me” follows along the same power pop lines as the flip 
with a nice lead guitar hook running throughout. –Jimmy Alvarado (HoZac, 
hozacrecords.com)

GENERACION SUICIDA: Todo Termina: ��”
Killer Los Angeles punk rock. Dark, melodic guitar lines, driving, mid-tempo 
rhythms, and raw but melodic vocals, delivered entirely in Spanish. This reminds 
me a lot of Masshysteri from Sweden. Both contain a melancholic yet energetic 
musical feel and though I don’t understand either language, the melodies and 
obvious passion carry the vocals enough to make up for not knowing the content 
of the lyrics. More than enough to earn repeated listens. –Chad Williams (Going 
Underground, goingundergroundrecords.net)

GHB: Self-titled: 7”
So GHB, not to be confused with GBH, stands for the Get High Boys. Admittedly 
I was very dubious (doobie us?) about them and kinda judging them on the name 
alone. Plus, I always let out an audible sigh when I find a 7” record that requires 
an adapter to play. Turns out I like the music more than I initially thought. Though 
there’s no lyrics and minimal information about GHB, many of the verses have 
discernable words. The recording is real fuzzy and garagey. Sonically, they’re a bit 
like a much slower New Bomb Turks or a less spooky version of The Mummies, 
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sans keyboard. Vocally, they remind me of Jay Reatard. These boys, high or not, 
have some good tunes. I just wish the recording was clearer. I love a little grit in 
my music but it takes away some of the listenability. I bet they’re a great band to 
see live. –Kayla Greet (Die Slaughterhaus)

GINO AND THE GOONS: Shake It!: LP
The excellent first Gino And The Goons 12” on Total Punk was a mess of furious 
garage rock that I couldn’t get enough of—loud, distorted, and catchy. It’s a 
couple years later and Gino And The Goons are back with a new offering that 
initially seems a little more restrained, yet, at the same time, brings the garage 
rock’n’roll ferocity to a new level with this band. There are some serious nods to 
the Ramones here, but, ultimately, I see this as a fringe piece of the Budget Rock 
puzzle that keeps getting better and better with every listen. –Mark Twistworthy 
(Black Gladiator / Slovenly, slovenly.com)

GIVV: Self-titled: Cassette
I’d classify this as hip-hop beatbox noise. Which I’m ill-equipped to do, but that’s 
my best guess. Looped industrial noise with warped, slowed down beatboxing. 
I’m a bit perplexed as to why they sent this one in to Razorcake. Not saying it’s 
bad, I’m saying it’s not punk. –Camylle Reynolds (Ranch, rachrecords.bigcartel.
com)

GLOBAL UNIFIED: Self-titled: CD
This concept record is the musical form of that backyard sci-fi film that everyone 
wanted to make with their best friend as a kid: vivid and ambitious in vision—
except this is disappointing upon execution. Prog rock requires confidence to pull 
off, and this band isn’t sure what it wants to sound like. Tremendous effort went 
into the lyrical construction of Global Unified’s dystopian world, full of robots 
and state surveillance. However, their story does not grab the listener and set us 
on a logical course; rather, we are plopped into a post-apocalyptic scene without 
a map. Quiet guitar and hesitant vocals were surprising to encounter after reading 
the bombastic, political stage setup in the liner notes. It’s as if someone recruited 
Trey Anastasio of Phish into Genesis, but imbued his lyrics with quavering, 
ominous darkness. There is some grunge or drone exploration waiting to happen, 
and I hope they go for it in the future. The standout track, “Desert Soliloquy,” dips 
toes into Queens Of The Stone Age-ish heaviness with down-swinging core notes, 
but following tracks then spiral out into bizarre electronic dance music territory. 
It’s beautiful to drift from sparkly to brooding and back, but there are too many 
lighter-waving moments where I waited for songs to get to the point. When a 
new band gets caught up in the “we gotta be different, man” mantra and smashes 
disparate genres together without establishing what they’re out to accomplish, 
the sound is fragmented. I hear elements of Blue Öyster Cult heavy rock, the 
symphonics of the Who, and the Pixies’ loud-quiet-loud dynamic. Within each 
song, these genre shifts work, but between tracks they are jarring. These guys 
are technically advanced musicians, and I trust they’ll find a way out. It lies not 
in abandoning their concept, but in making it relatable. Global Unified needs 
to give their well-illustrated RPG a soundtrack that vacillates between a couple 
of genres rather than trying to pack in absolutely everything. –Claire Palermo 
(Self-released, resistance@globalunified.org, globalunified.org, globalunified.
bandcamp.com) 
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GOD GIVEN ASS: Keeping Up Appearances!: 7”
Ever wonder what might have happened if the Beatles had decided to reinvent 
themselves and start a punk band? Finnish power poppers God Given Ass 
entertain that fantasy, presenting a classic power pop collage of ‘60s/’70s rock in 
Keeping Up Appearances! God Given Ass shows fun potential, but they need to 
move beyond retro emulation and find something distinct to explore. The vocals 
are low and resonant, with a sound like Kevin Seconds channeling Danzig’s 
baritone, and could be harnessed to dramatic effect if the band wanted to go in a 
heavier direction. My expectations were elevated by the glam Bowie-nod name 
and gender-bending cover art (which features a man in a pink apron and pink 
thigh high stockings reclining on a bed) and then I was handed a cheap wedding 
entertainer attempt at punk. “It’s Not Alright” has a nice Wipers-ish guitar sound, 
but at this point I also began to realize that every single song on this record is 
about women from a man’s perspective, either on how she’s totally missing out by 
not dating him or pissing him off by acting like one of the boys. That’s an element 
of music that doesn’t need to be revived. –Claire Palermo (Blast Of Silence, 
info@blastofsilence.org, blastofsilence.org) 

GOOO: Globular Clusterfuck: Cassette
Quirky, experimental laptop songs which remind me of grade-Z Ween. Tried; 
can’t. –Michael T. Fournier (SDMPDX)

GREG HOY & THE ENABLERS: Hair of the Mouth: CD
CDs like this really make me wonder how people end up with Razorcake’s 
address, as at best these guys could be your next-door neighbor’s just-for-fun, 
Friday night, six-pack jam session. Nothing wrong with that, just sayin.’ –Garrett 
Barnwell (30peak, 30peak.com)

GUNK: Gradual Shove: LP
Take yer standard indie rock-type stuff, put it in a Shake ‘n’ Bake bag with a bit 
of psychedelic influence and that overblown production sound popular within 
certain factions of the ‘90s shoegaze phenomenon, and mix vigorously. Results are 
surprisingly consistent—loud, woozy, sludgy, and still tuneful. –Jimmy Alvarado 
(Square Of Opposition, square_of_opposition@hotmail.com)

HADDONFIELDS, THE: That’s My Bike: CD-R
Fans of the Haddonfields usually know what to expect with each new album—a 
healthy mix of songs about love, drinking, and monsters. It’s like pop punk with a 
dark side. While That’s My Bike is no different as far as subject matter, it’s safe to 
say there are still plenty of surprises to be found on their latest full length release. 
There are some insanely epic guitar solos (thanks to special guest Party Nate of 
Cape Girardeau’s Guy Morgan & The FT Crew and a definite maturation of the 
band’s tightness as a group. Additionally, their song writing has really grown 
lyrically. Whether it’s a soul-bearing love song with a serious side or a short, fun 
ditty about the end of human civilization, the composition and storytelling is better 
than ever. Not every song is a homerun but, overall, it’s my favorite Haddonfields 
release to date. If I had to pick the three strong points, I’d say be sure to check 
out “Last Goodbye,” that love song with a serious side I mentioned earlier; the 
warning to all humanity about the dangers of technology that is “Robots,” and 
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“Dumber Every Day” which reassures us that “the zombies are all gone because 
there’s no more brains left.” You won’t be sorry, I promise. –Nicole Madden 
(Throwing Things, throwingthingsstl.com / Rad Girlfriend, radgirlfriendrecords.
com)

HARD CHARGER / SOTOS: Split: LP
Gnarly, international, head-to-header between Fargo’s SOTOS (Shit On Top Of 
Shit) and Fredericton’s (it’s in Canada) Hard Charger. Not much punk here, just 
raging metal for those who want it without all the pretty bullshit. The riffs are 
sick and the headbanging is involuntary; just got be in the right mood. Thrash on! 
–Daryl (Bigger Boat)

HARD LEFT: Skinheads Home for Christmas: 7”
Something to spike your holiday punch with. I pretty much hate most Christmas 
songs. This is usually because they’re either too sentimental, feel forced, or are 
just plain terrible. This is probably because I don’t really like Christmas. Bah 
fucking humbug. But “Skinheads Home for Christmas” is—dare I say it—fun. 
It’s got a super catchy guitar hook and charming mix of grizzled Johnny Rotten 
style vocals with a chorus of sweet, screamy female gang vocals. Flip to B-side 
for a rockin’ Bay City Rollers cover of “Yesterday’s Hero.” Hard Left is self-
described as “Hard Mod,” a mix of street punk, mod rock, and pop. Members of 
Manatee, Lunchbox, and Boyracer make up Hard Left, but don’t let that fool you; 
this is straight punk. This will be a post Xmas review, but this can definitely be 
in rotation for your eggnog-chugging party next December. –Camylle Reynolds 
(Future Perfect, futureperfectrecords.com)

HARD SKIN: We Are the Wankers: 7” 
It’s kind of hard to pinpoint what makes Hard Skin so great. Is it the fact that they 
are an amazing oi band, or that they’re “takin’ the piss” so to speak? It doesn’t 
matter. All I know is when I put a Hard Skin record on, I’ve got a smile on my 
face and I can feel my liver clench up because it knows it’s going to been beaten 
with alcohol again. Another round for the wankers! –Ty Stranglehold (1-2-3-4 
Go!)

HARSH REALMS: Pølp: CD
If my Menzingers and Riverboat Gamblers records were to breed in some sleazy 
hotel, this Dutch (?) band is the spawn that I imagine would arise from such a 
union. The vocals are urgent and anthemic (there’s the Menzingers), and the 
melodies have some sizzling, inventive guitar work (and now the Riverboat 
Gamblers tumble out). There is a lot more to this than its first impression as a 
document of post-emo bellowing angst—I’m wanting to raise my fists and kick 
down doors while simultaneously feeling the urge to bop bop bop around the 
room. Harsh Realms have got it going on—I’m really looking forward to going 
deaf to this on my way to work. –The Lord Kveldulfr (Shield, harshrealms.com)

HAUNTED HEADS: Self-titled: CDEP
Decent bit of indie pop here. In addition to the obligatory odd chord structures 
belted from jangly geetars and non-”professional” sounding vocals, they mix 
in occasional psychedelic flourishes to keep ye on your toes. –Jimmy Alvarado 
(Double+Good)
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HDQ: When Worlds Collide: 7”
Melodic hardcore that, if you wanted to, you could trace all the way back to 
Revolution Summer. You could also just put on the Embrace record, which would 
probably be better for you. From that chugging, over-produced, “barre chord 
wallpaper” school of punk. –Matt Werts (Boss Tuneage, bosstuneage.com)

HEXIS: XI: LP
Dark doom hardcore metal out of Denmark rises forth from Hexis. The striking, 
minimalist black and white matte LP cover is desolate and beautiful. Rapid fire 
bass drum and throbbing bass pummel your ears to submission. Slow-churning 
at first, the record ebbs then whips to a straight-up frenzy, somehow completely 
controlled and absolutely chaotic at the same time. The metallic guitar weaves 
broad-knife strokes into fine needle-like scratches. It’s still melodic, but fierce. 
Layered on top like toxic ooze are abrasive, harsh, throat-tearing vocals. It’s the 
hard metal edge of Iron Lung and melodic undertones Una Bestia Incontrolable. 
It’s pure rage. –Camylle Reynolds (Dead Tank)

HILLTOP RATS: Self-titled: CD
Hi, we’re NOFX, but better. For the first couple seconds of the disc, I really 
thought I was listening to something on Fat. Personally, I think Fat Mike is a 
shithead, and I know that’s not an uncommon opinion. Hilltop Rats might be 
shitheads, but so far I’m not convinced. They’ve got one song, aptly called 
“Party,” about a house party where some dudes are trying to score with drunk 
chicks, people are puking, and just rallying in general. Pretty standard punk 
party scene. But they also have “Mondayne,” where they sing about living 
paycheck to paycheck, struggling to pay rent, and wanting to wake up from 
this American dream. Props. They shot a video for “Take It Back” featuring 
strippers and a female bartender getting treated like shit. I was worried at 
first, but the message is a positive one with lyrics like, “She’s waiting tables 
while finishing her degree / late nights and bar fights are getting really old.” 
It’s pretty refreshing to hear something current that sounds like it was written 
fifteen years ago and is actually good. If you can imagine a pop punk world 
where instead of band members kicking you in the face, they’re treating you 
with respect, check these guys out. I guess this is growing up? –Kayla Greet 
(Self-released)

HOLLY & PLASTIC: We Will Give This World Away: CD
Track three is called, “If I Were a Folk Singer, Folk Singers Would Laugh,” and it 
perfectly sums up the sounds that Andrew Johnson (Holly & Plastic) has created. 
I had looked for a band lineup and learned that this is a one man band project. 
These songs are very full for just one man. Guitar (both electric and acoustic), 
drums, bass, and he even back up vocals—I’m guessing he sings with himself, 
though the voices don’t always seem to match. There are moments I’m reminded 
of J Mascis, a little Death Cab For Cutie, but mostly Andrew Jackson Jihad. Fairly 
typical singer / songwriter mellow jams that are good for chillin’ the fuck out. A 
few of these songs, especially the last track, nearly put me to sleep. If that’s your 
thing, this is for you. –Kayla Greet (Double Plus Good, doubleplusgoodrecords.
com)
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HORROR SECTION / EATEN BACK TO LIFE: Split in Two: LP
This record ruined lyric sheets for me. Up until now, my ritual upon cracking 
open a new record was to first inspect the lyric sheet, scanning it for secrets and 
wonders. Then I would put the record on and listen to it as I clutched the lyric 
sheet, following along with every word. This record doesn’t have a lyric sheet. 
It has trading cards. One trading card for every song, with an image on the front 
and lyrics on the back. Oh, and the images on the front? Monsters. Because every 
song is about monsters. Michael Myers. Freddy Krueger. Zombies. How the hell 
can I possibly enjoy lyric sheets after this, after holding the Leatherface card in 
my hand while Horror Section blasts their way through “Survive?” I held that card 
in my sweaty hand, reading the lyrics and realizing that the song has a brilliant 
dual meaning. On the surface, it can be read as a song about a girl struggling with 
a possessive boyfriend. Except the image on the trading card reveals that it’s not 
a boyfriend she’s worried about, it’s Leatherface, and, yes, he wants to “tear me 
and my friends apart,” except not in the metaphorical sense, but in the with-a-
chainsaw sense. The logical part of my brain wants to say that it takes more than 
trading cards and monster movie references to make a good record, but does it 
really? In this case, the question doesn’t even matter, because both Horror Section 
and Eaten Back To Life bring a unique spin on pop punk and horror worship. 
There’s no way you’re getting out of this listening experience without having a lot 
of fun. –MP Johnson (Eccentric Pop)

HOT TIP: Demo: Cassette
I saw Hot Tip at a sports bar (or it seemed that way) in Buffalo and I thought I 
was seeing the newest incarnation of Nation Of Ulysses or at least a band that 
would willingly crush whatever punk status quo still exists. I’m still not really 
over how good they were. Their demo doesn’t disappoint—the guitar lines are the 
best of deconstructed ‘90s sub-underground hardcore; the general vibe is smart, 
murky, wild, pissed. Easily one of my favorite new bands. They’ll probably take 
over the world someday, if we’re lucky. –Matt Werts (Drug Party, drugparty.
storenvy.com)

HYSTERESE: Self-titled: LP
Potent, muscly punk from Germany, I believe. They keep tempos mostly around 
the mid-range, and the overall sound is such that it wouldn’t be out of the ballpark 
of fans of Dirtnap Records’ lengthy output, but there’s often a dark tinge to things 
and the guitars have a nice grinding/churning quality in spots with adds some nice 
textures. Good stuff. –Jimmy Alvarado (Taken By Surprise)

I LOVE YOU BUT I’VE CHOSEN DARKNESS: Dust: LP
There’s that old adage that the more things change, the more they stay the same. 
A lot has changed since I Love You But I’ve Chosen Darkness released their 
first album, Fear Is on Our Side, in 2006, but in comparing that album with the 
ten songs on their recently released second album, Dust, it sounds as though this 
latest offering could’ve come out in 2007. With all the changes that have occurred 
in the music world since 2006, the band still punch out gloomy post-punk similar 
to Interpol or Joy Division, with guitar work occasionally reminiscent of Paul 
Newman. (This kind of makes sense since one of the members of ILYBICD 
played in Paul Newman, but he played bass, not guitar.) The songs are catchy and 
dance-able, but not quite as dark as on their debut. (Perhaps some of the songs 
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even have a glimmer of hope?) I love that album and still listen to it regularly. I’m 
not quite as enamored with this latest offering, but get back with me in eight years 
and I may love Dust just as much. –Kurt Morris (Secretly Canadian)

IMPALERS: Psychedelic Snutskallar: ��”
Texas’ Impalers kick start this 12” with an epic side-long hardcore punk assault 
with the fast but steady pace of d-beat influences and a reverb-y guitar tone to 
coincide with the record’s “psychedelic” theme. The second side has four songs in 
the same vein as the lead off track though obviously not as lengthy, which makes 
for easier digestion of this hardcore smorgasbord. As varied as this may sound, I 
can hear elements of Mötörhead, Totalitär, and later period Black Flag throughout. 
Not sleeping on this band anymore and neither should you. –Juan Espinosa (540, 
no address listed)

INANICION: Demo: Cassette
Loud and fast grindcore that makes your ears bleed. They could probably take you 
in a fight. Grade: C. –Bryan Static (Rigid, rigidrecords.bigcartel.com)

INTERCOURSE: Self-titled: Cassette
My tolerance for musical experimentation is pretty low. I appreciate it when bands 
do something different, but it needs to be in context for me to really enjoy it. I’m 
never going to sit down and get into music that is spazzy just for the sake of being 
spazzy. I need something else to sink my teeth into: comedy, anger, something. 
In the case of Intercourse, I love that they are willing to do different stuff 
musically. Greg Ginn shit. Weird guitar stuff that I’m not music nerd enough to 
explain. Messed up time signatures. Shit like that. But it’s all tied to an anchor of 
belligerence. That’s something I can really get behind. Just frothing at the mouth, 
white-knuckled belligerence. Intercourse proves just how well spazziness and 
belligerence go together. –MP Johnson (Self-released)

INVISIBLE TEARDROPS, THE: “Cereal Killer” b/w “Little Killer”: 7”
Oddly affecting garage trifles from this Alabama band. Could be the organ? 
Or the singer? He doesn’t treat it like it’s a joke but he doesn’t treat it like it’s 
serious either. They’re also not total formalists about rock’n’roll; the songs feel 
loose, goofy, slightly bummed. I’ve never felt wistful listening to a song about a 
murderous breakfast before. Nice work. –Matt Werts (Arkam, arkamrecords.net)

KADDISH: Thick Letters to Friends: LP 
Haven’t come across anything quite like this before. I can best describe the 
Scottish band Kaddish as post-pop hardcore punk (still with me?) with frenetic 
melodic guitar and the echoes of traditional Scottish music (with a possible tinge 
of Mission Of Burma influence throughout). Lax, melodious guitar quickly finds 
itself into hardcore throw downs, then back again. The change-ups really had me 
guessing what’s next. At times, they had me wandering aimlessly. Emo-screamo, 
torn vocals drenched in desperation added uneasiness to their overall sound—as 
well as the vocals never quite synching with the melodies. It all seemed a bit 
off kilter, but after a few listens it became more cohesive (as I find this the case 
when listening to more complex and unusual music). –Camylle Reynolds (Make-
That-A-Take, makethatatakerecords.bandcamp / Black Lake/ The Ghost Is Clear / 
Boslevan)
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KILL THE HIPPIES: You Will Live with Us Forever: LP 
Kill The Hippies have been in the game since the early ‘90s. They’ve done the 
time and spilled the slime. And now they just do whatever they want. You Will 
Live with Us Forever could be Dead Kennedy’s B sides stolen from airport 
luggage claim or could be the collected nightmares of Devo robbed from the 
very men as they slept. All we know is Kill The Hippies have been crafting the 
weird shit out in Cleveland for many moons now, and good listeners make good 
songwriters. There’s something for everyone here—the swagger of “Mustache,” 
the wild bass lines of “Dance Control”—the rest burns along mighty fine. –Jim 
Joyce (Phoenician Micro-Systems)

KIMBERLY STEAKS, THE: To Live and Die in West Central Scotland: LP
Harkens back to the ‘90s when every band and their grandparents were wearing 
oversized cargo shorts and writing forced-rhyme lamentations about ex-girlfriends 
to the same three chords. And yet—surprise, surprise—in spite of the potential 
pitfalls, To Live and Die… manages to come across as fresh and relevant. While 
the band would’ve been right at home doing singles on Mutant Pop or Rhetoric 
(the Scared Of Chaka cover is pretty indicative), there’s something about this 
LP that avoids sounding outdated and just comes across as fun as shit. Pop 
punk often times gets a bad rap, and has long been synonymous with words 
like predictability, vapidity, and saccharine cuteness—but the Kimberly Steaks 
manage to avoid all that stuff. Sure, maybe it sounds like some bands we’ve heard 
before, but if that’s the case, it’s been a long time since I’ve heard a band do it this 
well, this exuberantly. The only downside’s a lack of lyric sheet. It’d be nice to 
know specifically what these guys are crowing about. Still, recommended. –Keith 
Rosson (All In)

KLITZ, THE: Sounds of Memphis ‘78: 7”
First archival release of The Klitz Sounds of ‘78, recorded in one three-hour 
session during the summer of ‘78. The Klitz existed from ‘78 to ‘80 but never 
released anything as a band… until now. Considered as one of Memphis’s first 
punk bands, this is a lo-fi charmer with raw, bare bones guitar, bass, and drums. 
“Two Chords” is a perfect example with a two-chord progression and lyrics such 
as “two chords /going out of my mind!” Because all you fucking need is two 
chords, dammit. Gail Clifton’s vox on “Hard Up” are some of the most delicious 
vocals I’ve ever heard—fresh and unapologetic. Everything from the rhythm 
section, to the raw, amateurish vocals, and simplistic guitar feels like it might 
just fall apart at any time. Always teetering back and forth—lags, drags, picks 
up—this ultimately adds to this hot, perfect mess. Five hundred pressed. Get it. 
–Camylle Reynolds (Spacecase, spacecaserecords.com)

KLITZ, THE: Sounds of Memphis, ‘78: 7”
Here’s a band I’ve long heard of but thought I’d never hear. The Klitz may or 
may not be Memphis’s first punk band (in the “yes” camp is longtime Memphis 
musician Ross Johnson; in the “no” camp is Klitz founder Gail Elise Clifton). The 
Sounds of Memphis recordings are lo-fi (likely more out of necessity, considering 
the time, than stylistically) but there is power that jumps off the tape. More 
powerful than, say the Like Flies on Sherbert sessions (of which The Klitz cover 
“Hook or Crook.”) As an aside, I put off buying LOFS for so long, due to high 
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sticker price and being wary of Alex Chilton’s self-sabotaging tendencies. When 
I finally got LOFS, I was let down. I could tell the songs have a solid foundation, 
but the half-ass playing and don’t-give-a-fuck attitude really take away from the 
songs. The Klitz make up for this in spades. Brought to you from the vaults by 
Austin-by-way-of-So Cal Spacecase Records, the label that loves Memphis music 
more than I do! –Sal Lucci (Spacecase, spacecaserecords.com)

KNAVES GRAVES: Discography: Cassette
Hmmm, first impressions can be deceiving. This is a weird mix of punk. On the 
tape cover is’80s-style comic art of cool girl punkers at the beach. Then there’s 
boy-dumb song titles like “Get Off My Dick,” “Aarp,” “Calypso Cunt,” and 
“Fuck Off/Like Totally,” but my contempt was soon proven wrong. Love that. 
Each song progressively pulled me in tighter with their unmistakable underlying 
Go-Go’s ‘80s vibe, Brit sound—ala Joanna Gruesome for vocals—and infectious 
song melodies. “Heaven Is Hell” harkens the Strokes, with a strong guitar hook 
and super catchy melody, while the lax drag of Sebadoh informs “Green Coat.” 
There’s definitely a new wave, post-punk, surf guitar sound as well, which sets the 
tone. Never heard of this band from Florida before, but I’ll be keeping my eye out. 
Into it! –Camylle Reynolds (Muckman, Muckmanrecords.bandcamp.com)

KOMPLIKATIONS: Going Down: ��”
This short three-song 12” of European no-wave, quirky, synth-punk craziness 
brings to mind bands such as The Screamers, Units, or Nervous Gender. There are 
no guitars here, only synths, drums, and vocals, making it imminently danceable 
yet frantic enough where it sounds as if it can really come off the rails at any 
minute. –Mark Twistworthy (Rockstar, rockstarrecords.de)

KUKEN: Black Rose: 7”
Given the odd white lettering on black background that comprises the cover, this 
could’ve gone any number of ways. Turns out we’ve got ourselves here a German 
band that sounds tailor-made for Dirtnap’s stable of bands. Two tunes of infectious 
thud-punk, beefy without being meatheaded, both of ‘em winners. Fuck yeah. 
–Jimmy Alvarado (Bachelor)

LAGWAGON: Hang: CD
Although I was a bit surprised by the album start (just acoustic), I should not have 
been worried. The unholy riffage and speedy rhythms came in right on time on 
the second song. Having only seen Joey Cape with Me First And The Gimmie 
Gimmies, I wasn’t sure what to expect. But I was pleasantly surprised. “The Cog 
in the Machine” and “In Your Wake” really bring some blistering tuneage to the 
table. “One More Song” is dedicated to Tony Sly and it is certainly heartfelt. So 
if this is first release by this band to make it into your rack, then you should have 
some earplugs handy. It is chock full of rainbow sprinkle awesomeness. –Sean 
Koepenick (Fat Wreck, lagwagon.com)

LAGWAGON: Hang: LP
I admit I never really jumped on the Lagwagon... but right off the bat I’m enjoying 
this record, which opens with a short, sorrowful acoustic number by the name 
of “Burden of Proof” that then busts loose into fast paced rocker “Reign.” The 
opening is so strong. Unfortunately, the rest of the songs are kinda a wash. The 
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vocals and guitar tone are the sounds of contemporary hard rock. Not my jam. 
–Jackie Rusted (Fat Wreck Chords, fatwreck.com)

LEAGUES APART: Brief Interviews with Hideous Men: LP
In a community the size of punk, it’s often easy to peg a band’s geographical 
homebase, even without paying attention to potential accents. Leagues Apart 
jumped out as British almost immediately, despite the fact that they would sit 
easily on any label from Tampa, San Diego, or Gainesville. The songs are almost 
instantly familiar in an inviting way, warm like the climate of aforementioned 
locales. The Brit comes across in the short acoustic break of “I Consider John 
Candy to be a Noir Actor” and the Iron Maiden tone at the beginning of “Rampant 
Horse Is Rampant.” Leagues Apart will have you raising a proper pint while 
reminiscing about your first Fest experience. Into it. –Matt Seward (All In Vinyl, 
allinvinyl.com)

LEBAKKO: Elävien Kuolleiden Yö: LP
Tough one to pin down. I mean, really, I have no reference points that seem quite 
apt, which is frustrating as hell. Four Finnish dudes doing a jangly, almost mathy, 
almost post-punk thing with warbling vocal melodies and confident, concise 
musicianship. Clean guitars and odd structures. Hüsker Dü meets… Minus The 
Bear? The last song on the record’s a precise, sped-up little instrumental number 
that’s layered with a spaced-out guitar solo; it works flawlessly, is over way too 
soon, and serves as a brilliant closer to the album. Definitely an interesting band. 
–Keith Rosson (PML)

LESS THAN JAKE: See the Light: CD
Honesty first: I feel totally unqualified to review any ska album, much less the 
latest release from Less Than Jake, a band often credited with defining the sound 
of third-wave ska. These guys have a two decade long history and substantial 
catalog that is worthy of consideration. All else said and done, ska is fun. Less 
Than Jake has a formula, but it’s effective, and why mess with that? See the Light 
kicks off with classic punchy horns and adolescent energy that never quits. These 
guys aren’t tired, but seem to be struggling to both maintain the reliable sound 
that long-term fans want and stay fresh. “John the Baptist Bones” is a standout 
track with playful, intricate brass work in which the horns almost become an 
additional voice. “American Idle” swings in a heavier direction with a Green Day 
flavor and takes on surprisingly dark, political subject matter for such an upbeat, 
sunny tune. This music is made for veteran fans to skank, shout gang vocals, and 
swim over each other’s heads to, not contemplate the meaning of life to—but it’s 
missing some of that raw, DIY passion that perks up my earsThe production is 
polished and tight, perhaps a bit too shiny. They’re trying a bit too hard to hold 
on to that high-pitched teenage pop punk vocal sound. I think there’s something 
a bit wrong if I find a punk record relaxing. Seeing this live would get me head-
nodding, but not circle-pitting. It’s satisfying in a weekend beach party way, but 
unremarkable. I prefer grittier, less bouncy punk, but these guys can laugh that in 
the face because they’ve made it—to the point where they can return with a safe 
record after a half-decade of silence, and pick up the crowds as if they were never 
gone. –Claire Palermo (Fat Wreck Chords, mailbag@fatwreck.com, fatwreck.
com) 
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LILITH VELKOR: Lone: LP
Sweaty, gritty, and ominous, this is almost-grunge, an album sandwiched 
somewhere between Sonic Youth and the Meat Puppets. It’s sometimes unnerving, 
a quality that on some songs leans into becoming just brazenly irritating. I’m 
strongly reminded of old “alternative” bands like Overwhelming Colorfast and 
Gumball, but with every ounce of gloss sanded off and plenty of barbs and 
rivets showing. Like I said, much of it is pretty trying but they do a solid job of 
channeling a certain damaged kind of pop sensibility, running it through their own 
sonic rock tumbler, and, at their best, threading their songs with a palpable sense 
of unease. –Keith Rosson (Starcleaner)

LOPEZ, THE: Travel Fast: Cassette
I literally heard the first blown-out guitar note and said, “Okay, this.” I’ll admit 
that my fuzz-overload garage rock prediction ended up being a little off the mark 
(fuzz-overload was dead-on, though). Noise pop is a better name for this duo, 
who will probably be a hit with those who like their rock weird, snotty, and buried 
under a haze of flanging feedback and distortion. The programmed drums are a 
cool twist that I don’t hear too often. Not really my scene, so tracks like “Cubito 
Aequet” that let the pop hooks out for some air are the only ones that don’t 
sound like a robot speaking internet rock to me. Like I said, though, this sounds 
like a solid release for the right audience. –Indiana Laub (Machine Age, info@
inthemachineage.com, inthemachineage.com)

LOSS, THE: Last Rites: 7”
This five piece from Seattle has that “it” factor that people talk about, yet 
can’t ever seem to wrangle it for themselves. It’s something that is so easily 
recognizable when it’s right. From the moment I first heard them, I was 
submerged in feelings of bliss mixed with shades of sadness. But it’s that deep 
kind of sadness that you only notice in people who have also experienced severe 
loss. They make me feel the true definition of melancholia blended with hope and 
elation. Extreme feelings and rad tunes, to boot. As a genre, they’re very melodic 
hardcore—rapid, high intensity drumming with despondent guitar harmonies, 
gruff vocals, and pop punk “whoa-ohs.” My favorite song is the first track on this 
EP, “Domestic Relief,” with choruses of: “We are the children of broken homes / 
But we hide ourselves.” Gives me fucking chills every fucking time. These guys 
are serious, experienced, and finely tuned. They’re a tight, well oiled machine. 
And, sadly, they’re no longer with us, but at least they left this behind before they 
split up. Definitely a top ten band of all time for me. Pick this one up. –Kayla 
Greet (La Escalera)

LOST WARNING: Never Surrender: EP
Generic “street punk” that sounds heavily influenced by all that garbage from the 
1990s. Somewhere between Rancid and the Unseen. Not good company. –M.Avrg 
(Switchlight, switchlight-records.com)

LOW DERIVE: Keto: 7”
I’d been playing this record intermittently over a lengthy period before I realized 
how good it actually was. However, once that eureka moment hit, I quickly 
became enamored with the three tracks—especially the opener, “Dylarama”— 
which builds gradually before bursting open into a hugely melodic romp that falls 
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just short of five minutes. These Italians write some great intros, bridges, and 
outros—which are almost worth listening to in isolation—however, they manage 
to throw in some decent vocal passages to help build up three very strong songs. 
The guitar sound owes a debt to Dickie Hammond (Leatherface/H.D.Q.) and 
it helps beef up the record nicely. A real shame I couldn’t catch the band on its 
recent U.K. tour. –Rich Cocksedge (No Reason, noreasonrecords.blogspot.it)

LUICIDAL: Self-titled: CD
In case you couldn’t tell by the vato with the flipped-up bill stale-fish grabbing 
his bass guitar on the cover of this CD, this is in fact a band associated with 
Suicidal Tendencies and named by and after founding member Louichi Mayorga. 
Luicidal also features the participation of former ST alums Rocky George, 
R.J. Herrera, Grant Estes, Amery Smith, and special guest H.R. of the Bad—I 
mean—Soul Brains. Musically, it’s nothing earth shattering: straight forward 
punk and hardcore with glimpses of their ST roots and its various incarnations 
(thrash, metal, skate). Thank fucking god there are no traces to be heard of that 
horrific Infectious Grooves funk-metal style, which, come to think of it, might 
have something to do with the omission of Mike Muir’s presence on this disc. If 
I were to catch these guys opening up for someone, I might be inclined to tap my 
toe and nod my head in approval but that’s probably as far as my efforts would 
allow to see them perform live. Fun fact: I used to work with the nephew of one 
of Luicidal’s members. I often caught him sleeping on top of three strategically 
placed chairs in the break room and sometimes he’d regale me with stories about 
how he’d get blackout drunk at a bar and have no recollection of the fist fights he 
involved himself in. –Juan Espinosa (DC Jam, dcjamrecords.com, luicidal.com)

LYCKA TILL: Rakt over Munnen: LP
Moments like these are among the best musical moments. Moments like these 
are, maybe, why music and language were invented in the first place. “You are 
not crazy. You are not alone. There is a lot of fucked up stuff in this world. You 
aren’t the only one who sees it. And, maybe, if the small voice that you are decides 
to raise a righteous fuss, others will join in with you.” These are the comforting 
thoughts that I had while listening to Sweden’s folk-punk act Lycka Till’s album, 
Rakt over Munnen. My great grandfather was born in Sweden, but I didn’t know 
what the fuck these people were singing about until I found the photocopied zine 
inside the record with beautiful, rebellious lyrics in English and a group of punks 
carrying a banner that translated, “Norrland Against Racism.” Here in the United 
States, people are still in shock, still organizing, still facing the consequences of 
speaking out against killer cops in Ferguson, Missouri and Staten Island, New 
York. It was the perfect night to discover this record and hear that, in anger and 
frustration at the senseless violence laid upon the people by the powers that be, 
we are not crazy. We are not alone. –John Mule (Dragabang)

MAD DOCTORS, THE: Snake Oil Superscience: LP
Bluesy sludge rock delivered with equal parts fuzz, reverb-surf, psych, and lo-
fi sensibilities thrown in for color. Somehow it works quite well here. –Jimmy 
Alvarado (King Pizza, facebook.com/kingpizzarecords)

MANATEEES: Sit n Spin: LP
Funny, that in the review cycle that I received another record that showed how 
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average and bland that garage rock can be, that I receive another record that I hold 
the same opinion about. The problem here is a question about identity. Musically, 
it just seems so faceless. There are qualities that could be described, but not in a 
way to make them unique or special. I guess what it reminds me most of is the 
Reatards, but before they became listenable. The parts that are memorable are 
sometimes just repeated noises. Not high quality, but I wouldn’t completely count 
out the Manateees yet. It’s very possible their next LP could make me forget about 
this one completely. The pieces of a great band are in this record, but they’re 
just not on this record. Despite my complaining, proper kudos must be given to 
the band for writing a song as good as “Cold & Rhythmic.” That song is a beast. 
Grade: C+. –Bryan Static (Pelican Pow Wow, pelicanpowwow.com)

MANDATES, THE: Suspicion: 7”
Western Canada for the win. The newest offering from Calgary’s Mandates is 
another blast of upbeat, faster New York Dolls-style glam/punk. It would be 
difficult to track down another band with comparable musicianship; these guys are 
pros. “Suspicion” is catchy and filled with slick guitar licks, without overdoing 
it. “Wasting Time,” the flipside, is reminiscent of The Barreracudas recent 
work. Can’t say enough great things about these guys. –Steve Adamyk (Teenage 
Rampage, teenagerampagerecords.com)

MANTS, THE: Destroyed by Fuzz: 7” EP
The world is on fire and crumbling yet here are three guys pretending to be half-
man, half-ant creatures talking about unleashing a “fuzz ray” at your retro beach 
party. Take that for whatever it is, but the real issue is some flat, self-referential 
songs that never rise above the shtick. Within the micro-genre that might be 
called “costume garage” this falls well short of The Mummies and Servotron. For 
the B-movie trivia buffs and Hawaiian shirt people only. –Matt Werts (Manglor, 
themants.com)

MASK FACTORY: Self -titled: CDEP
Brand new band rises from the rolling hills of Virginia to offer up five tracks 
that feature catchy riffs and top notch song craft. Longtime DC music fans will 
recognize Patrick Bobst as the former axe-slinger in Kingface. This ship sails into 
The Replacements waters with a touch of Slobberbone grit to keep things flowing. 
Ably supported by Andy Meltzer and Pat Fitzgerald, Bobst handles lead vocals 
and the guitar lines with ease. “Forget” starts things off and there’s even a bit 
of Dumptruck flavor on “Slow Down.” Wrapping it up is balanced thrashing of 
“Nine Things.” I think Tommy Stinson would say this has sea legs. Give it a test 
run yourself to be sure. –Sean Koepenick (maskfactory.bandcamp.com/releases)

MDFY: Derivative Processes: Cassette
Ambient music made by punks. For some reason, I thought that would make it 
more aggro. But aggro ambient is an oxymoron, so this is just chill. It’s so chill 
that when I got about thirty minutes deep, I was like, “This is so chill I can barely 
hear it.” Then I realized that the music had actually ended and the tape was just 
running long. Really though, these soundscapes are clever and relaxing, but way 
too short. I need at least an hour to get a full-on ambient zone-out going. So, dear 
mdfy: Get to work! –MP Johnson (Self-released, mdfy.bandcamp.com/releases)
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MEATBODIES: Mud Gals: 7” Single
Tripped-out, groovy rock’n’roll that’s thick like syrup with some real heft. These 
two songs got my hips shaking then finish smooth with some slick guitar riffage. 
–Jackie Rusted (In the Red, intheredrecords.com)

MERCY MUSIC: When I Die, I’m Taking You with Me: CD
Loud guitar pop, sorta what they were trying to label as “power pop” a few years 
back but sounds more like Foo Fighters not trying too hard. Not stunning, not 
terrible, just kinda lost in the middle of the crowd. –Jimmy Alvarado (Squidhat)

MERIDIAN: The Cathedral: LP
Though I’m predisposed to like anything rootsy and jangly, Meridian’s banjo- 
and piano-infused “existential crisis you can sing along to” would have been 
up my alley even if it wasn’t composed by Signals Midwest’s Max Stern, who 
possesses the supernatural ability to punch me right in the feels. This filled-out 
full-length is a follow-up to 2012’s stripped-down Aging Truths LP. Its eight 
heartrending tracks feature full band instrumentation that includes cello, trumpet, 
and trombone. Though all of its selections skip along with the same flavor of 
nostalgic whimsy as the first, the opening, titular track required nearly twenty 
repeats before I could bear to part with it and listen to the remainder of the 
record. The charming imperfections of Stern’s trademark vocal melodies and 
lyrics communicate the earnestness of his passion and force me to reflect on 
my own lost loves with a teenaged yearning. The Youth Conspiracy-distributed 
vinyl LP is limited to five hundred. My CD came with a handwritten note from 
Stern, thanking me for my support and expressing a genuine enthusiasm about 
eventually touring through my neck of the woods. If this sweet gesture and the 
depth of emotion on The Cathedral are any indication, Max’s—and his brother 
and collaborator Jacob’s—barebones live show will be a moving and personal 
affair that I cannot wait to witness. –Kelley O’Death (Youth Conspiracy, info@
youthconspiracyrecords.com, youthconspiracy.bigcartel.com)

MIDNIGHT CRISIS: Self-titled: 7” EP
Gallop-tempoed Finnish hardcore, very reminiscent of the stuff that came out of 
that area in the very early ‘80s, albeit with considerably cleaner production. Not 
as intense in delivery as I’m partial to, but on the whole they ain’t too shabby. 
–Jimmy Alvarado (Rinderherz, rinderherzrecords.ch)

MIDNIGHT PLUS ONE: “Like Camera” b/w “White Flowers”: 7”
Midnight Plus One is alt-pysch-drenched, surfy, post-punk, which I personally 
love. What really makes it shine is the simple, beautiful guitar shimmering atop—
both fluid and simultaneously bound tight. Frontwoman Casey Cooks reminds me 
of Katie Alice Glass from the Priests, albeit softer and more refined. Both songs 
“Like Camera” and “White Flowers” start out with a subtle throb that builds, 
progresses, and then spills over into a full out jam. This is my first introduction 
to Midnight Plus One, so I’m not familiar their song layouts, but I find this 
incredibly satisfying. Solid. Part of a Singles Club release from North Carolina 
label Negative Fun. –Camylle Reynolds (Negative Fun)

MIDNIGHT PLUS ONE: Like Camera: 7”
North Carolina’s Midnight Plus One churn out two cuts for Negative Fun’s singles 
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club. Confident post-punk/indie rock that almost reminds of Protomartyr with 
female vocals. Only two hundred copies, so move fast. –Steve Adamyk (Negative 
Fun, negativefun.com)

MIKE REP AND FRIENDS: Darby Creek Drifter: LP
Country bluegrass and folky sort of stuff that, if it had a murky production, would 
sound like something from the days of Woody Guthrie and the era of the Dust 
Bowl and the Great Depression. Sometimes I think exceptional musicianship is 
becoming a thing of the past, but listening to this I’m reminded I’m not listening 
to enough variety of music and being open to what’s out there. Just listen to 
“Grandfather’s Clock” and it’s crystal clear these guys can play like the masters 
of the past. The cover of Velvet Underground’s “Pale Blue Eyes” is pretty good, 
and really translates well into this genre (a song that is, at heart, a country song 
anyway). I have to give a nod to the re-working of “Mr. Bo Jangles” into “Mr. Bo 
Derek.” But it’s the cover of the Doors’ “Five to One” that is superb. Mike and 
company put a bit more dirt and attitude into the song and make it their own. I’m a 
fan. –M.Avrg (540, chaosintejas.bigcartel.com)

MISCALCULATIONS: Self-titled: LP
Working from a taught thud-punk core that sometimes comes off like a cleaner 
sounding Spits (the guitars sound like they’re coming out of tiny, cheap practice 
amps), they make otherwise simple song structures a bit more nuanced by adding 
an almost new wavy sense of dislocation to the delivery. They keep the songs 
short ‘n’ to the point, punchy, and puissant. –Jimmy Alvarado (Dead Beat)

MISS DESTINY: House of Wax: 7”
Hozac (or Horizontal Action) has easily been one of the most-purchased record 
labels throughout my collection in the last five years. Now a complete staple 
of Chicago’s underground, Todd Novak knows what he’s doing. In walks Miss 
Destiny, a four piece from Australia, representing the love affair for bands Down 
Under in the past decade. Thankfully, this single landed in my lap before year-
end lists have even been a twinkle in my eye, because this debut will likely be on 
it. The flipside, “The One,” is out-of-control good. Just open your web browser, 
Google all the above info, and check out a stream for this track. Seriously, just do 
it. Now. Great (mid range) female vox over upbeat garage pop. The guitar tone is 
perfect—gritty and dissident. Looking forward to hearing more. –Steve Adamyk 
(Hozac, hozacrecords.com)

MÖBIUS STRIP: Palabras Podridas: 7” EP
From the chunky bass sound, to their sharply political but tongue-in-cheek lyrics, 
everything I loved about their previous 7” Step Down is present on this follow-up. 
On this outing, the DC-based trio brings four new tracks—great new additions to 
the band’s catalog—but the opening track “Chemicals,” is my favorite. Its strong 
hooks capture the witty lyricism of the band at their most biting and feature some 
of my favorite riffs of any of their songs. I’d be remiss if I didn’t mention that the 
closing track, “IG-88,” is not only a rad instrumental track that allows the band to 
flex their musical chops, but the title is also a sweet Star Wars reference. Recorded 
at Inner Ear Studios with Don Zientara—possibly in the same recording session 
as their previous EP—these tracks have the pristine recording quality we’d expect 
from such a pedigree. It’s December as I’m writing this, and this 7” has definitely 
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snuck into my top ten releases of the year. –Paul J. Comeau (Crooked Beat, 
band@mobiusstripdc.com crookedbeat@crookedbeat.com)

MONSIEURS, THE: Self-titled: CD
All the pictures show a three-piece band: vocals, drums, and guitar. But I can only 
hear one instrument when I push play: fuzz. The Monsieurs are masters of fuzz. 
They manipulate it the way a sculptor manipulates clay. Perhaps that analogy isn’t 
quite accurate, because it makes it sound as if The Monsieurs are making fine 
art. While it’s true that they are fuzz-masters and are well versed in the nuances 
of fuzz, their intention seems to be stomping, fuzzed-out destruction. They don’t 
want you to hear their fuzz and say, “Oh, what nice fuzz!” They want to infect you 
with their fuzz. They want to shove their fuzz down your throat until your head 
explodes and their fuzz is glazed with your brain meat. And you will be thankful 
for it. –MP Johnson (Black Gladiator)

MONSIEURS, THE: Self-titled: LP
I can usually tell within about the first ten seconds of the first listen of a record if 
I’m going to be feeling it. This one grabbed me instantly, presenting a distorted 
guitar so far up the red in the mix that I knew it would be just right for me. The 
Monsieurs are a noisy, primitive garage rock’n’roll band consisting of an ex-
member of Tunnel Of Love. Fans of the Gories or the Oblivians will likely dig 
this—the mix of unpredictable yet catchy garage punk, loud distorted everything, 
and lack of a bass player all contribute equally to really knock this release out 
of the park. Recommended. –Mark Twistworthy (Black Gladiator / Slovenly, 
slovenly.com)

MONSTER JAW: Losing All My Friends: CDEP
This five-song EP is pretty much just an excuse for this British three-piece to 
get their song “Losing All My Friends” out there. There’s not only one, but two 
versions (the regular and “extended mix,” which I actually prefer) of it on here. 
It’s easily the best song on the CD with an infectious power pop punk sound. 
The rest of the album doesn’t have anything that stands out nearly as well as 
that song (although “Low” isn’t a bad track), so I can’t really recommend this 
wholeheartedly, but as with many albums, I’d be interested in hearing what they 
do next, especially with a full length. –Kurt Morris (Cobra Kitten, facebook.com/
cobrakittenrecords)

MOTHER OF SORROWS: II: CD
When the weather in Boston is nice, sometimes there is an older, slightly disheveled 
street musician in front of the public library playing a keyboard. It often sounds 
futuristic and also has a steady, kickin’ beat. Almost all of it is pre-programmed 
and he just hits a few keys here and there. I kind of dig it, and if I weren’t always 
in such a hurry I’d stop and listen. There were times on this CD that I felt like I 
was listening to that guy play, except this is a two-person act (featuring Kronos and 
Jupiter Skab) with vocals and their sound is more goth than that dude in front of the 
library. I like hearing that guy jam, while in contrast some of the songs on II were so 
excruciating that I was convinced this almost had to be a joke. It wasn’t helped by 
the fact that the lyrics have something to do with someone named Zorgon: “Zorgon 
calls your soul,” “The loneliness of Zorgon,” and “Zorgon promised me the future.” 
This is a joke, right? –Kurt Morris (56th Street)
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MOTHER’S CHILDREN: Lemon: LP
Although the first song sounds like some little glam fucks trying to work out 
long-standing issues regarding white guilt over “Talk Dirty to Me” Poison 
appreciation, everything else sounds like a glorious, full-bodied upturning of the 
Guitar Romantic applecart ((minus the tininess and the glue-sniffing)), a soaring, 
flannel-shirted revisiting of the Yum-Yums canon ((minus all the girls)), a savvy 
older brother handing down banned medical tracts to Ramma Lamma ((minus the 
cartooniness)), power pop and glam and punk and rock and roll and sometimes 
you just gotta tip your toque to the excellence of execution, ya know? Earth might 
have been a better planet if this was the second Generation X album instead of 
Valley of the Dolls, mightn’t it? I kind of can’t think of anything I don’t like about 
this record, except that all the lemons on the back cover are making me hungry 
for fish. As far as I’m concerned, this band is so good that they should make 
Ottawa the new capital of Canada! BEST SONG: “Helen Mustn’t Know,” maybe. 
BEST SONG TITLE: “Helen Mustn’t Know,” certainly. FANTASTIC AMAZING 
TRIVIA FACT: This album appears to have been pressed up in a number of 
different countries, and the front cover art is grey and yellow for some countries 
and aqua and yellow for others. –Rev. Nørb (Taken By Surprise, takenbysurprise.
net)

MOVMENT: Driven: 7”
A bit of a dance-rock mash up here, with some buried synth lines and rhythmic 
drums. Not terrible, but also not particularly memorable. –Jimmy Alvarado 
(Distort The Scene, distortthescene.com)

MUFFS, THE: Whoop Dee Doo: CD
My roommate thought this sounded like something he would have listened to 
when he was sixteen, during his “quasi-punk phase or whatever.” I thought it 
sounded like The Muffs. In the end, we’re probably both right. –Vincent (Burger)

MYSTERIOUS SKIN: Demo ‘14: Cassette
Damn, these cats can play. What initially sounds like pretty standard hardcore is 
underscored by moments of tight chugga-chugga and stop-on-a-dime riffery. I 
think a shift of a few degrees would find ‘em as a thrash band. Everything comes 
together well, with screamed, high-pitched, hoarse vocals leading the charge 
(and whoa, actual words are evident in said vocals! Crazy!) –Michael T. Fournier 
(mysteriousskin.bandcamp.com)

NAPALMPOM: The Unconditional Love of Napalmpom: LP
Teenage Rampage Records is really blasting off with a bang, considering the 
quality of its first few releases. Canada’s west coast has always been better than 
the rest of the country at this game. Think Von Zippers, The Black Halos, and 
pretty much every group from Vancouver. I’m not sure if it’s the crude oil from 
the tar sands in the water or what, but it’s undeniable. Napalmpom play rock and 
roll, the Calgarian way. Progressive, loud rock with hints of indulgence and maybe 
even indie rock, but I couldn’t mean that in a better way. It’s the many layers of 
parts musical slices that keep this record great. I’m sold. Sign me up for the long 
haul. –Steve Adamyk (Teenage Rampage, teenagerampagerecords.com)
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NARCOMAN: Demo: Cassette 
The four songs on this cassette were my first introduction to Narcoman. While the 
recording is a little rough around the edges, there’s some solid guitar playing on 
this. The track “PTA” is particularly great for its guitar lead. I felt the drumming 
on the demo was very straightforward, with little to speak of in terms of fills or 
transitions. This had the effect of making the beats feel flat and almost boring 
in comparison to the guitars they were accompanying. Lyrically, some of the 
metaphors at play might have gone over my head, but, overall, I found them 
only slightly more interesting than the drums. While there was a good amount of 
promise in these songs, apart from the guitar work, I felt mostly unfulfilled. –Paul 
J. Comeau (Sorry State, sorrystate@gmail.com)

NEIGHBORHOOD BRATS: Recovery: LP
It’s a pretty amazing thing to see a band that you really like continue to grow and 
continue to sound rad while doing it. The day I received the first Neighborhood 
Brats EP in my review materials my life changed for the better. Angry, visceral, 
and barely in control, it dominated my stereo for a long time. Over the next few 
singles, the changes weren’t all that noticeable but with Recovery the Brats are 
showing some change. Don’t get me wrong, the seething temperament is still 
there. The feeling that everything could explode at any minute? Check. It’s in the 
delivery. The vitriol is laser pointed now. Everything is tightened up and focused. 
Is this the moment where a great band becomes one of the greatest bands? I 
believe it is. Easily a top record for 2014 for me. –Ty Stranglehold (Deranged)

NEW JUNK CITY: Self-titled: LP
Have you ever wanted a soundtrack to a cocksure, fuck-off day? The type of day 
where everything seems to fall into place. You wake up and glance at the mirror and 
think, “Damn, I look halfway decent.” You receive too much change from the liquor 
store attendant while shoplifted trail mix is in your hoodie pocket. Your nagging 
coworker is out sick with mono so you have free rein over their office supplies. If 
so, here are seven confident punk songs from four Georgians who breathe life into 
tired power chords. The singer has refined strained punk shouts into soulful, gritty 
sincerity. When he pushes his voice to the limits, you’re compelled to do the same. 
All the while, the twangy, intricate guitars tango with hard-hitting percussive beats. 
New Junk City strikes a balance between rawness (“I don’t love you like I used to”) 
and resiliency (“Trying to make it out of this one-horse town”). It’s been a while 
since I’ve felt this much heart in a record, let alone on a debut LP. Let’s hope these 
dudes can keep it up, because I’m anxiously anticipating their next release. Highly 
recommended. –Sean Arenas (No Breaks, order@nobreaksrecords.com)

NICK OLIVERI’S UNCONTROLLABLE: Leave Me Alone: CD
Ugh. Starts with the sound of a revving motorcycle and just gets shittier from 
there. Ex-Queens Of The Stone Age bassist creates one of the most painful, 
indulgent butt rock/metal hybrid albums I’ve ever heard. With or without the 
requisite guest appearances, this is just cringeworthy. I have no qualms about 
leaving you alone, Nicholas. –Keith Rosson (Schnitzel)

NIMBWITS, THE: To Punk or Not to Be: CD
This is some good, raspy drinking punk with lots of gang backups. Not breaking 
any new ground, but definitely breaking into another case of beer and that is 
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something I can get behind. –Ty Stranglehold (Schizophrenic) 

NO LOVE: Tape # 2: Cassette
Four tracks of Dangerhouse meets U.K. anarcho punk and hardcore. Hookier 
than the average band who just picked up a Bags record and as volatile as an ‘80s 
Conflict gig in East L.A. A second demo isn’t necessary when you’ve already got 
the chops. No Love, the odds are all in your favor, so do us all a solid and drop 
some vinyl for the punx. –Juan Espinosa (Sorry State, sorrystaterecords.com)

NO MARKS, THE: Light of One: LP
I was really shocked to find out that this band wasn’t Canadian. Right from the 
get-go, the No Marks sound to me like they stepped out of the indie/pop punk 
scene in Canada circa 1993. I think the singer sounds like KJ from Chixdiggit!, 
but Elise doesn’t really hear it. Musically, they remind me of some other Canuck 
bands of the era like Bum, The Stand GT, and Trigger Happy (when they sounded 
more like Big Drill Car than Good Riddance), but alas, they are from the U.K. 
I am told. No matter, I am claiming The No Marks as an honorable early ‘90s 
Canadian pop punk band. They can claim their status cards when they come and 
play here. –Ty Stranglehold (Brassneck, facebook.com/brassneckrecords)

NO MARKS, THE: Light of One: LP/CD
I love it when I put on a new album and from the first few seconds I know it’s one 
I’m going to obsess over. Light of One is one of those records, as opening track 
“16 Questions” wastes no time in providing me with that instant reaction. There is 
no preamble as it hits full speed immediately with what sounds like a waterfall of 
guitars raining down around me and a melody that hooks me in with the promise 
of much enjoyment to follow. Light of One has a joie de vivre about it with The 
No Marks racing through fourteen songs, each one being led front and center 
by a twin guitar attack that doesn’t relent—all the time delivering a beautifully 
toned sound that, despite being loud, doesn’t get in the way of the rest of the 
band. All of those qualities remind me of The Senseless Things, Mega City Four, 
and The Cateran, a few of many bands that had the ability to knock me sideways 
with such an uplifting approach. At a minimum, this is the best debut album I’ve 
heard in 2014 but it might also just edge into my general top ten for the year. 
–Rich Cocksedge (Brassneck, brassneckrecords.bigcartel.com / Waterslide, info@
watersliderecords.com, watersliderecords.com)

NUMBER ONES, THE: Self-titled: LP
Great to finally get to hear this record that I’ve been hearing so many gush on and on 
about. Dublin’s the Number Ones have found the missing link between the proto-punk 
of the Nerves and the irresistible charm of the Exploding Hearts. Lending to their 
already stellar songwriting is the keen ability to keep shit nice and simple behind the 
control board in the recording studio. Quick! Someone get these lads on a plane to 
the states so they can eat something other than corned beef and so we can pour cheap, 
ironic American beer down their throats as they rock us back to the stone age. Great 
times await us all. –Juan Espinosa (Deranged, derangedrecords.com)

OMEGA MOO: The Sound and the Fury: CD
They gallop, they trot, they will all-around rock your face off... and may make 
ya wanna pick it up, to boot. Pure, unashamed, straight from it. I’ve seen these 
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guys be called surf punk, but this isn’t that regurgitated ‘60s-hollow-bodied-
reverberated-bullshit. They’re a flat-out rollicking good time. It may be cold 
and dreary in Seattle, their hometown, but these dudes will warm yer heart... 
and goose yer throttle. Don’t miss out on this! –Jackie Rusted (Self-released, 
omegamoo.com)

ORATIONS: Demo: Cassette 
There has been an explosion in recent years of new dark wave, or dark wave-
influenced bands, typified by reverb-y guitar, chunky bass lines, ethereal-sounding 
vocals, and in some cases, synthesizers. Lyrical themes can vary widely, but trend 
towards the dark, depressing, or introspective. I’m not always crazy about the genre, 
but when it’s done well, it is certainly worth listening to. Orations are one of the 
better sounding bands of the genre. While they stick rather close to the formula of 
this style of music, there are enough quality riffs and songwriting chops to maintain 
my interest. Where Orations particularly shines is lyrically. Each song on this 
cassette acts as a sort of word painting which the music brings to life. I almost wish 
the vocals were a little more prominent in the mix and less layered behind the rest of 
the band, to give some extra power to this effect. Small gripes aside, this is a release 
worth checking out, particularly for existing fans of the genre. –Paul J. Comeau 
(Sheets Of Tens, sheetsoftens.com, failuresunion@gmail.com) 

ORCHID: Totality: LP
Always considered these guys part of the Holy Trinity of Screamo, alongside 
Reversal Of Man and Combat Wounded Veteran, or at least the grandpappies of 
said genre. Orchid, however, always seemed like the most serious of the three 
and, at times, the most self-conscious. Loved the music—the sheer ferocity and 
madness of it—but their lyrics, name-dropping Debord and Foucault and stuff, 
always seemed like they were trying a bit too hard to either impress or obfuscate. 
Regardless, they lay waste to all in their path on Totality, an LP’s worth of long 
out of print singles and comp tracks. Nice posthumous release for a band that split 
well over a decade ago. –Keith Rosson (Clean Plate)

PANIC BEATS, THE: A Date with Death: CD
When I first heard the name of this band my eyes lit up. “Panic Beats? Like the 
Paul Naschy movie?” Yep. In case you don’t know, Paul Naschy was a Spanish 
horror movie icon. Then I saw the cover art by the great Bill Hauser depicting a 
hooded man standing on a woman’s doorstep handing her a bouquet of severed 
body parts. I looked at the track list. The word “kill” appears five times in twelve 
songs. I’m a horror nerd. I eat this shit up. Needless to say, my expectations were 
high before I even pushed play. And then… oh shit. This is a concept album 
that tells the story of a psychotic, knife-wielding stalker through a dozen tracks 
of melodic punk. There are some cool guitar parts. At first, I was turned off by 
the vocals. They are off key and, well, just off. But then on further listenings, 
it actually added to the creepiness of the experience. These painfully fucked up 
vocals trying to sing all heartfelt about slashing people up. It’s just wrong but it’s 
just so right. –MP Johnson (Midnight Jamboree, facebook.com/MJR916)

PANZERBASTARD: Gods, Thugs & Madmen: �0”
Very metal, with Venom being their prime influence, PanzerBastard is popular in 
metal-friendly portions of crust hardcore circles, due to their undeniable hardcore 
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influences. The lyrics are interesting, with a surprising degree of wit. The metal 
riffs aren’t as obnoxious as some, and the doomy vocals made me smile. Way 
above average for this musical style, it’s a decent foray into the longhair trenches. 
–Art Ettinger (Patac)

PARTY DRESS, THE: Self-titled: 7”
This is some good, simple, lo-fi, garagey rock and roll. It appears to be the first 
release for Bonzer Records, which has no web presence other than Bandcamp. 
No sign of a lyrics sheet or band lineup included and the insert from the label 
advertises records that are coming out in “Srig 2014.” Seems like these guys were 
so eager to release, they forgot to cross their t’s and dot their i’s. The Party Dress 
has some solid bass lines and rhythm guitar over droney rock beats that are a lot 
like The Cramps but less nostalgic. I like what they’re going for, but I wish they’d 
put more effort into the record. Like: where are you from? Who is in the band? 
Did you record in a sewer? Cool album art and decent music. I’d be interested in 
what they put out from here. –Kayla Greet (Bonzer)

PONG: Gone: CD
Seven tracks of smarty-pants funky rock in the vein of say, Gang Of Four meets 
Talking Heads. Nothing really sticks out from anything else other than the song 
“Fish Sauce,” which annoyed me and captivated me simultaneously. Any band 
that extols the virtues of fish sauce is ultimately okay in my book. Just don’t spill 
any on your pants, trust me. –Garrett Barnwell (Saustex, saustex.com)

POSITIVE NO: Automatic Cars: 7”
Odd change-ups keep you on your toes on this single. Positive No’s EP is a release 
off of Negative Fun’s Singles Club, a label out of North Carolina, in a series with 
Bad Daddies, Hot Dolphin, Midnight Plus One, and Positive No. The vocals 
undoubtedly sound like Björk, and even the song title and chorus (“Automatic 
Cars”) on Side A sounds like an oddball topic that Björk herself might sing about. 
With a bit of controlled chaos and noise here, a bit of a disco beat drumming there, 
and a whole lot of bass drumming all over, Positive No creates a unique sound all 
their own. B-sides “Slumber Sequence” is notably less odd and a bit sweeter. Keep 
it coming. –Camylle Reynolds (Negative Fun) 

PROTES BENGT: In Bengt We Trust: 7” EP 
Swedish hardcore re-release from ‘85. Crams thirty-two punchy hardcore jams on 
to a seven inch slab of vinyl. If you’ve ever craved a ‘script to Adderall, this gem 
is guaranteed to give ADD in just under fourteen minutes. –Jackie Rusted (Insane 
Society, insanesociety.net)

PULLING PUNCHES: Former Friends: CD
These Philadelphia dudes have a sound that is a very natural complement to the 
Harsh Realms record I also got for this review cycle, but this one is a spawn of Off 
With Their Heads and Street Dogs. Pulling Punches are anthemic, angst-ridden, 
and feisty, with lots of power and melody. It’s the kind of music that inspires one 
just to blast through all the shit and all the burdens heaped upon us and get it done. 
–The Lord Kveldulfr (Universal Warning)
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PULLING PUNCHES: Lighten Up, Burn It Down: CD-R
I hesitate to say this, but the packaging of this CD was DIY to a fault: burnt onto 
a CD-R and a badly photocopied cover. That being said, the recording quality was 
impressive and not at all reflective of the disappointing packaging that I received 
in the mail. The album features riff-o-rama guitars, a killer drummer, and a vocalist 
whose voice might make it on a primetime, major network vocal contest like The 
Voice or American Idol. Truth be told, this is not my jam at all, but the music is high 
quality and there is an audience for it somewhere. –John Mule (Self-released)

PUNCH: They Don’t Have to Believe: CD/LP
Punch’s latest (and perhaps last?) offering is full-on blistering hardcore punk. 
(At the time I write this, vocalist Meghan has left the band, but the rest of the 
members haven’t said whether they’ll continue.) They Don’t Have to Believe is 
fifteen songs in nineteen minutes, ranging from five seconds to two-and-a-half 
minutes. It isn’t as catchy or emotionally powerful as their Nothing Lasts EP. 
Instead, it reminds me of early 2000s youth crew hardcore that itself was trying 
to imitate 1980s youth crew hardcore. There’s not a lot that’s original here, 
which is disappointing in light of the potential they’ve shown on past releases. 
All the pieces are there and this isn’t a bad album, per se, just not fulfilling my 
expectations. –Kurt Morris (Deathwish, deathwishinc.com)

PURPLE 7: Jewel Finger: LP
There’s a sweet spot right between punk and lo-fi indie rock, where the aggression 
shines through on occasion, but so does the more complicated song structures 
of more—ahem—”refined” music. I like to call it bedroom pop, but I honestly 
have no idea; I ain’t no music scientist. What I am, though, is impressed by this 
record. If I had any idea of the pedigree involved in this band before I turned it 
on, it would have been no surprise. There are members of Hot New Mexicans, 
Defiance, Ohio, and Landlord on this thing. That’s a hell of a lineup. This is a hell 
of a record. It’s just so nice to hear a group of people who actually know how to 
harmonize correctly and build a sound that takes the best parts of each of their 
musicianship. Highly recommended. Grade: A. –Bryan Static (Self-released, no 
address listed)

QUITTERS: Contributing to Erosion: LP
Twelve songs of EpiFat meets screamy hardcore from this Las Vegas band on 
blue vinyl. I really can’t come up with much more to say than that. Here’s what 
they think of themselves: “With such diverse influences as Refused, Bad Religion, 
Queens Of The Stone Age, The Bronx, Red Hot Chili Peppers, The Mars Volta, 
Green Day, Offspring, MGMT, and Dillinger Escape Plan their powerful sound 
punches you in the face with lightning-fast drumming, shredding guitar and bass 
and frantic high-energy vocals.” –Mike Frame (Squidhat)

RAJOITUS / RATSTAB: Split: 7” EP
Rajoitus: Five tracks of vicious Finnish fjordcore coming at you like a hail of 
angry hornets armed with jackhammers aiming for your forehead. Been a while 
since I’ve heard anything from ‘em, but based on this, it sounds like they’ve lost 
none of their charm. Ratstab: Blown-out, spastic hardcore that, at times, sounds 
like someone is howling while banging on the inside of a very heavy, lead barrel. 
–Jimmy Alvarado (Patac)
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RAKTA: Self-titled: 7”
Rakta from Brazil recently played here in Los Angeles at the Dog Haus (L.A. 
punks Generacion Suicida’s spot to host touring bands) and for whatever fucking 
reason I assumed two very stupid things. One: that Rakta were a thrash band. 
Two: I didn’t need to go to this show even though GS and the Bay Area’s Flesh 
World were both also playing. This two-song 7” will forever be a painful yet 
endearing reminder of bad, bad life choices. I’ve tried to sit through Siouxsie And 
The Banshees records. I’ve never made it past more than two songs. I get that 
they were innovators in the post-punk/goth realm but always felt like there was a 
key DIY punk element missing. Rakta have not only found that element but have 
run off with it and nurtured it back to health in dark rooms full of empty wine 
bottles, bone-chilling keyboard notes, and echoing incantations. The packaging 
and artwork is nothing short of perfect: silk screened cover and dust sleeve with a 
printed vellum insert. What more can I say? I’m smitten. –Juan Espinosa (540, La 
Vida Es Un Mus, Dama Do Noite, Nada Nada, no address listed)

RATIONAL ANTHEM: Emotionally Unavailable: LP
To me, it seems impossible to escape Rational Anthem’s name if you’re tapped 
into any kind of DIY punk community, but I haven’t followed them as closely as 
this record suggests I should have been. Eight tracks of irresistibly accessible pop 
punk that never stops bouncing off the walls from start to finish. It’s something 
like Dear Landlord or Lipstick Homicide, but scuffed up with some of that gangly, 
rough-and-tumble Plan-It-X-style scrappiness. Listen, if you’re trying to forcefully 
help your little cousin bridge the gap from saccharine corporate pop punk to Real 
Music, this record is the best possible next step for them to take. As for me, this 
will probably be in regular rotation once I get over the staggeringly awful artwork, 
which is of a terrifying scribble guy apparently getting shot down by a lady with 
Spongebob eyes. Nightmares. –Indiana Laub (Bloated Kat, bloatedkatrecords@
gmail.com, bloatedkat.storenvy.com)

RAVAGE FIX: Self-titled: 7” EP
Fuuuuck, these cats are pissed. Four tracks of raw, feral hardcore delivered at 
varying tempos ranging from thrash to slow, caustic burn. The song structures are 
simple, but man, do they pack a punch. –Jimmy Alvarado (Rinderherz)

RAWHIDE: Murder One: LP
Swedish “white trash rock’n’roll savagery” (their words!). Despite a nagging 
feeling of “haven’t I heard this riff before?” that permeates each song, this is 
a style of hard rock/motörpunk that always lends itself to playing loud while 
drinking and getting ready to head out on a Saturday night. You don’t need 
to pay close attention to get the idea. Recorded by the dude who did the early 
Hellacopters records, this fits right into that scene, though maybe a bit more 
Hookers than Hellacopters, and slightly more metal. And though it lacks 
memorable stand out songs, it is a solid, ballsy rock record, perfect for blasting at 
your next kegger. –Chad Williams (Patac, patacrecords.com)

REAGAN’S POLYP: Deadenator: CD 
“I felt embarrassed and defensive every time someone came in through the living 
room and saw me watching it. Like I was guilty of something. And I guess I was.” 
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–Dave Roche on his first time watching Pink Flamingos on a friend’s couch. 
Which I remembered while trying to listen to Deadenator while my roommate 
was in the kitchen making dinner. Two of these tracks come close to sounding 
like songs. “Rock and Roll ‘Music’”—only a song because it’s a parody with 
lyrics like, “Oh yeah / Let’s go / It was Saturday night / And I went to a bar / 
And I put in a quarter / to hear some guitar!” and the track, “Overpowered by 
the Spacegirl,” which “songs” around for a minute or so before the drums sound 
like they’re being thrown down the stairs and the yelping begins and doesn’t ever 
really go away. Generally, I support this kind of thing. Very entertaining. A post-
holidays gift for someone you used to love? –Jim Joyce (Vetoxa, vetoxa.com)

REAL NUMBERS: What Was & What Is: CD
Like its predecessor, the latest from these cats stakes out and stripmines the 
intersection between the Simpletones, Vaselines, and T.V. Personalities—all 
clean-channel guitars and happy hooks explored at various tempos. Great stuff. 
–Jimmy Alvarado (Almost Ready)

REAL TEARS, THE: Self-titled: CD
Upon putting this on, five songs of high-energy punk rock’n’roll that would likely 
fit in nicely amongst Nashville Pussy or Zeke flow from the speakers. It seems 
staggeringly unpretentious, like they’re just four friends getting together every 
Monday night to play some rock’n’roll, drink some beers, and have a fucking 
good time. –Mark Twistworthy (therealtears.bandcamp.com)

REBEL SPELL, THE: Last Run: CD
I have been a fan of Vancouver’s Rebel Spell since the very beginning. They are 
such a unique band that brings together a lot of elements to conjure up something 
genuinely special. I am hard pressed to think of another current band out there 
who sounds like them. Last Run continues along the trajectory set forth by 
previous albums. Huge anthems that are, on one hand, very catchy and make 
you want to get up and move, and, on the other hand, incredibly thoughtful and 
introspective. Politics are at the forefront and it’s nice to hear serious protest 
music that is also fun to listen to. Rebel Spell tour North America a lot. If you 
get a chance, you should really get out and see them. They’re great live. –Ty 
Stranglehold (Not Yer Buddy, facebook.com/Not.Yer.Buddy)

RESENT: Self-titled: 7”
Technical post-hardcore from Austin, Texas. Not normally my thing, but I 
can appreciate the quality of the product and the tunes overall. Throwback ten 
years or so and these guys could be on Three One G. –Steve Adamyk (Vermin 
Resplendence, resentpunx.com)

REV. NORB & THE ONIONS: Self-titled: LP
Bouncy, intentionally stupid power chord punk, the kind with a ton of rock’n’roll 
solos and goofy lyrics delivered in boppin’ post-Ramones style. The usual tropes 
are there, for those keeping track at home: teenager problems, needing to be 
medicated, sci-fi conspiracies, B-movie monsters, etc. I can’t lie, this kind of 
tongue-in-cheek band always just seems like a novelty to me—but hey, you don’t 
see anyone asking me how to get invited to parties. –Indiana Laub (Certified PR, 
thickbootyhos@yahoo.com, certifiedprrecords.com)
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RICKY C QUARTET, THE: Recent Affairs: LP
This LP contains rock-inspired punk. At times, punk-inspired rock. The singer 
sounds a bit like the singer from The Saints. The guitars are low distortion and 
feature lots of Chuck Berry riffs in the vein of ‘77 New York bands. “Rock the 
Boat” utilizes a saxophone nicely. The saxophone occasionally pushes the sound 
to the Jersey shore. I think this album is more for the older crowd, but that’s me 
and I like it. –Billups Allen (Wanda, wandarecords.de)

RITUAL MESS: Vile Art: LP
Wild tempo changes wherein they bounce from ultra-thrash to off-kilter sludge 
usually during the course of a given tune, a singer that sounds like he’s gonna 
bust a vein in his forehead any second, an almost industrial dissonance to the 
instrumentation, and yet it’s kinda catchy. Now there’s a fuggin’ hat trick for ye. 
Definitely not for the faint of heart, but they’re putting in some serious work here. 
–Jimmy Alvarado (Clean Plate)

ROCKET �: Burn: CD
Rocket 3 is dreamy sugar pop with a Portland sound. They remind me of a 
montage of tidbit songs in Portlandia: a mix of Breeders and the Shangri-Las, and 
sweet, subdued Stereolab-style vocals. The drums roll along, punchy yet light. 
The guitar is charmingly simplistic, which adds to the band’s soft-flowing sound. 
There are three covers: “Submission” (Sex Pistols), “All Tomorrows Parties” (the 
Velvet Underground) and “Only Shallow” (My Bloody Valentine), which, I think, 
are unnecessary. Rocket 3 put their own sound into each of these songs, which I 
don’t think does any justice to the songs nor the band. –Camylle Reynolds (Self-
released, reverbnation.com/ramune)

ROSELIT BONE: Blacken & Curl: CD
This here is some very self-aware Nick Cave/Howe Gelb worship from a band 
from Portland, OR. This is what happens when you self apply a term like “Dark 
Americana” to your music instead of letting some lazy music reviewer do it. If 
you like Calexico, Slim Cessna’s Auto Club and the like, you may be into this. 
–Mike Frame (Self-released, roselitbone.bandcamp.com)

ROSELIT BONE: Blacken & Curl: LP
Bring on the desert. Blacken & Curl is a Spaghetti Western record complete 
with stenciled artwork of a desert range. If you love old country and bands like 
Spindrift, The Starvations, Fresh & Onlys, and Old Crow Medicine Show, you 
need to hear these guys. One of the things I really like about this record is that the 
band didn’t half-ass it instrumentally. There is a nice range of instruments on this 
record: cello, violin, trumpet, and plenty of acoustic guitars. They keep the themes 
consistent with the art, music style, and song titles. –Ryan Nichols (Self-released)

ROTTEN UK: Bat Shit Crazy: 7”EP
This is the second 7” from the hilarious, ripping Rotten UK. Part joke band a 
la Who Killed Spikey Jacket? and part devout reenactment of the best of UK82 
hardcore, Rotten UK is from Rochester, U.K., a.k.a. Western New York. Cerebral, 
intelligently inane, and an all-around hoot, the lyrics cover pressing punk issues 
like bestiality, Christian baiting, and chaos. Even better than their debut record, 
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this is a 7” that won’t be forgotten. 82 copies come on colored vinyl, the first 
30 thirty come with a large bat earring, and the next 77 come with a smaller bat 
earring. Fun for both those living the life and those standing on the sidelines, this 
record is the perfect balance of kitsch and reality. –Art Ettinger (Disillusioned, 
rottenuk.bandcamp.com)

SEB AND THE RHAA DICKS: Self-titled: CD
Seb And The Rhaa Dicks, according to the liner notes, is a project led by Seb 
Radix of Lyon, France. I saw Seb open for Mike Watt And The Missing Men at 
Permanent Records a few months back and he, with a tape-recorded drum beat 
and acoustic guitar, put on one hell of a punk show. Even for that tiny space, 
divided by racks of CDs and vinyl, he ran up and down the aisles, singing, 
dancing, and pretending to punch his male listeners in the testicles. It was a great 
and memorable show, even before thee legendary Mike Watt plugged in to play. 
The songs recorded here have a lot of bop and pop to them, reminiscent of The 
Modern Lovers or The Buzzcocks. I get the idea that Seb spends most of his time 
in Europe, but I will be certain to look for his future releases and chances to see 
him live. –John Mule (Pure Pain Sugar, purepainsugar.blogspot.com / R’n’R 
Masturbation)

SEX RAYS: Self-titled: 7”
This is a major pet peeve of mine—why do you need an adapter to listen to 7” 
these days? The entire purpose of those large holes punched out in 45s was so 
the arms of jukeboxes could pick up the record and play it. At this point, most 
jukeboxes are internet connected and hardly store any music at all. So when I see 
that I need a spider (adapter) to listen to new records, my brain hurts. Sex Rays 
have a fitting sound for that era, though—straying close to the ‘60s psychedelic / 
mod revival stuff with organ-style keyboard parts. Real stripped-down guitar and 
drums a la The White Stripes for most of the A side, backed with an instrumental 
jam that’s appropriate for any hipster coke party. –Kayla Greet (Pinata)

SHARKPACT: Run: LP
Sharkpact is Camille and Jeff, a keyboard/drums duo from Olympia, WA, who 
inhabits the same scene as RVIVR, Dogjaw, and Prank War. It would be grossly 
reductive to say that Sharkpact is pop punk with a keyboard, as the keys could 
not be replaced with power chords. Instead, their vocals gleefully burst forth, 
harmonizing with the synth in ways impossible to guitar-wielding punk bands. 
I’m reminded of Kiwi’s uplifting inflections, but challenging anarchist politics: “I 
was taught class by the smell of a laundromat.” Each song is food for thought, yet 
even without glancing at the lyrics, Run is still perfect boogie music. Sharkpact 
makes me want to pedal my ass off on my bike until I’m drenched in sweat 
and self-realization: Sure, it’s great to be alive, but make your life count for 
something. –Sean Arenas (Ditches, ditchesrecords.com / Starcleaner, starcleaner.
com / Rumbletowne, rumbletowne.com)

SHITTY NIGHTS: Rick Kid Jokes: Cassette
I’ve always thought the term “street punk” was a euphemism for “shitty, 
unrehearsed band.” This tape reminds me this sort of thing can be done well. I 
can’t tell if it’s intentional or not, but there’s a great whiff of ‘80s U.K. in this 
tape. Sometimes a great recording has a mojo to it where it seems like it could 
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all fall apart at the seams. That’s where the urgency in punk lies. It’s not just 
being loud and/or obnoxious. This band either gets it, or is so cool they don’t 
have to. The riffs are simple, mid tempo, and pissed as hell. They bring to mind 
an angrier Vice Squad. “Fuck It I’m Trying” is an anthem quality song. Get it 
and put it on in your car. Good tape. –Billups Allen (Let’s Go Do Some Crimes, 
letgodosomecrimes.com)

SICK THOUGHTS: Fat Kid with a 10 Inch: �0”
This is the kind of depraved garage trash punk that makes my blood pressure soar 
(even higher than normal!). Holy shit, apparently they have released ten records 
in 2014! It looks like I’ve got some searching to do because I need more! –Ty 
Stranglehold (Slovenly) 

SICK THOUGHTS: Terminal Teenage: LP
Two LPs, ten 7”s, and a 10” all released in the course of less than two years?! 
This is either the work of a madman hell-bent on prolificacy, or a teenager with 
absolutely nothing better to do than crank out a jaw-dropping amount of blown-
out, lo-fi, bedroom-style garage punk. While the madman title has yet to be 
confirmed or denied, Sick Thoughts is in fact the work of local Baltimore teenager 
Drew Owen. It’s abrasive, it’s harsh, it’s punk. Rootsy and primal, if you want 
something raw this will satisfy. Angry and alienated, desperate for reason, this is 
a journey into the mind of a frustrated, lonely teenager. All too relatable. –Daryl 
(Dead Beat)

SIN �4: Do You Feel Safe?: CD
Yup, you read that right, kids, the album it was once alleged would never see a 
legitimate reissue has been re-released. For those not familiar with the band, Sin 
34 was a unit active on L.A.’s Westside in the early ‘80s (and for a time in the 
‘00s/’10s with the original lineup intact) that was notable for a) being one of only 
a handful in the early American hardcore scene to feature a woman on vocals; b) 
counting Dave Markey (half of the We Got Power fanzine brain trust and a noted 
filmmaker) among their ranks; c) being one of the legion of bands that Circle One 
guitarist Mike Vallejo was in (though not for this recording), for those playing the 
wildly popular “Six Degrees of Mike” game that is sweeping the underground. 
This is the band’s sole long-form outing released when they were still active, a 
perennial inclusion on assorted want-lists and a bit of a classic, I reckon, of its 
type. If you’re looking for the artsy weirdness of Butthole Surfers, the taut funky-
punk of the Minutemen, or even the mind-bogglingly complex speed-trials of 
Die Kreuzen, you’re barking up the wrong tree here. Sonically, their palette was 
solidly of the sloppy, occasionally generic thrash variety, more in line with early 
Wasted Youth than any of those others, with less emphasis on how much Reagan 
sucked and on more personal issues, peppered throughout with enough humor 
to keep things interesting. I fully know it’s a bit of an acquired taste for those 
looking for more sophisticated fare, but I’ve had a soft spot for ‘em since this 
was originally released, so it’s nice to see this get another go-’round. While the 
inclusion of the Die Laughing EP and assorted comp tracks would’ve been aces, 
the three outtakes that are tacked on here are definitely a welcome surprise, as are 
the liner notes penned by Markey, Thurston Moore, and Tobi Vail, respectively, to 
give the listener some context. –Jimmy Alvarado (Sinister Torch)
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SKINNY GENES: Meh: 7” 
Skinny Genes skillfully repurposes a traditionally teenage genre for the quarter 
life crisis or dirty thirty dread, complete with Simpsons references, but leaving 
the pizza and disdain for one’s hometown behind. Instead, late twenties anxiety 
around making it, fitting in, working shitty jobs, and juggling fair weather friends 
takes over. Meh takes the earnest hardcore of New York peers like Iron Chic, ups 
the pop quotient, and suffuses it with the emotive disaffection of Weezer. Skinny 
Genes is Azeem “Ace” Sajid, a key member of beloved pop punk stalwarts 
House Boat and The Steinways. On Meh, he steps out and literally does it all 
himself. Ace sings and plays all of the instruments on each track, showcasing his 
impressive mastery of songwriting. This guy knew exactly what sound he wanted 
and how to create it, cranking out intelligent bubblegum with a wry sense of 
humor. “Comfortably Dumb” and “No Service” are standout songs, both featuring 
memorable and reassuring lines like, “I suck at being a grownup,” and, “Should 
have known I’d fuck it up somehow.” I hear influences from the Lookout! 
Records portfolio here, particularly the Queers. Meh moves at an obscenely 
fast clip, gripping the listener’s attention with urgency. It’s as if this record was 
made by an otherwise milquetoast nerd guy who is accustomed to bottling up his 
emotions, but one day, he just couldn’t take the wage grind anymore and walked 
into the studio. This is a perfect record for getting oneself out of self-doubt fog 
on a shitty day, and I look forward to hearing whatever Ace churns out next. 
–Claire Palermo (Bloated Kat, bloatedkatrecords@gmail.com, bloatedkatrecords.
bandcamp.com)

SLANG: Glory Outshines Doom: CD
Slang is what happens when a Japanese band decides to emulate Discharge and 
mixes in some 1980s New York City hardcore. They’ve been doing it since 1988, 
so I’ve got to give them props for that, but I had my fill of ‘80s NYC hardcore in 
high school and Hear Nothing See Nothing Say Nothing has always been enough 
for me when it comes to the Discharge sound. So I think I’ll pass, but if this 
sounds like your type of thing, then I say go for it. –Kurt Morris (Cleopatra)

SLEDGEBACK: Land of the Freak: CD
Decent punk’n’roll from this Seattle, Washington four piece. I gotta say, though, I 
don’t really think the treated vocals a la Ministry do these songs any great service. 
It’s really a shame as there are some hints of good stuff here. “Hooligans” is a 
great example of a song that could have been potentially great if afforded a dryer 
mix and untreated vocals. –Garrett Barnwell (Sliver, sliverrecords.com)

SLUGGA: Demo 2014: Cassette
Tough grime hardcore with vocals that remind me of the guy from Raw Nerve 
or young Cobra Commander. They could be going for a less unhinged Crazy 
Spirit thing. I’m kind of over negative dude posturing, but this tape is solid. 
Riffs and whatnot for the drunk heads and wild kids. –Matt Werts (Muckman, 
muckmanrecords.bandcamp.com)

SNOOZER: Cottage Cheese: Cassette 
I suspect it’s going to be hard to separate this band from Sunny Day Real Estate— 
and, through transitive property, from emo—because of the singer’s vocals, which 
share Jeremy Enigk’s high pitch and inflection. It’s a shame if listeners do fall into 
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this trap, because Snoozer is a band worthy of repeated listens. There are traces of 
late ‘90s indie stuff like Built To Spill throughout. The last song is an epic sprawl, 
with finger-picked segments leading the way to bombast and release. I’m not 
crazy about the recording of this one: it flattens the band’s attack and renders some 
potentially ass-kicking passages fangless. Still, a band with ideas and execution 
who probably kill live. –Michael T. Fournier (Ranch, ranchrecords.bigcartel.com)

SO COW: The Long Con: LP
I’ve listened and listened to this, hoping to make some sort of connection to the 
music, but nothing is happening. Maybe it’s the “too precious” aspect, like the 
song “Sugar Factory” that I find off putting. They do what they do well, which is 
indie pop rock that sort of reminds me of Cause Commotion, only more influenced 
by the Juno soundtrack instead of the Kinks. It’s just not “my thing.” All a matter 
of taste. –M.Avrg (Goner, goner-records.com) 

SOUNDS OF THREAT: Creature of Habit: CD
Las Vegas, Nevada: desert city that obliterates energy resources, water resources, 
wallets, lungs, livers, and laws. Its only historical redeeming quality being the 
genesis of criminally overlooked punk band M.I.A. I hold a deep loathing for 
Las Vegas and its stale, dry, nosebleed-inducing forced air. Yet I visit annually, 
fourteen years running, for P.R.B. Glutton for punishment? Hardly. Just can’t 
resist competitive bowling (2010 champ!) and the great bands that B.Y.O. 
continually gets to play the thing. Anyway, there are apparently native Las Vegas 
punk bands, and Sounds Of Threat is one of them. Solid, straightforward punk 
rock, kind of reminiscent of the Randumbs, played as fast and loose as punks at a 
Blackjack table at 3:00 AM. So, yes, there is something for all the Vegas punx the 
other 361 days a year. –Chad Williams (Squidhat, squidheadrecords.com, info@
squidhadrecords.com)

SPACE RAFT: Self-titled: LP/CD
Revamped ‘70s pop rock. Has me thinking Elephant Six takes on Harry Nilsson. 
The record is accessible with pop rock sounds and middling amounts of ‘90s alt 
power pop and, of course, touches of psychedelic pop. It stays pretty clean, getting 
dusty here and there, but still clean. Except for one ill-advised dingy track on 
the back. Sounded like a bad take on a Sabbath song. Like an Elephant Six band 
trying to interpret Nilsson covering Sabbath. Ambitious, but it just doesn’t work. 
Like I was saying, nothing offensive outside of that faux pas. File under Barista 
Rock? –Vincent (Dusty Medical / Bachelor)

STELLA: Big Table No People: Cassette
If you like a good deal of melody in your music, you might not like this tape. That 
said, if you are getting ready to rob a bank and need to get psyched up, this could 
be just the thing. Skilled, calculated, dissonant. –Bianca (New Village Tapes, 
newvillagetapes.com)

STICKERS: Swollen: LP
Swollen is the debut from the band Stickers, from Seattle, who waste no time in 
presenting an early ‘80s U.K. post-punk vibe on this LP. Vocally, I’m taken back 
in an Au Pairs meets a howling Jeffrey Lee Pierce kind of way while musically 
I’m hearing more of a Wire/Gang Of Four influence, heavy on the low end with 
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a plodding whirlwind of bass and guitars with an occasional skronk from a 
saxophone. On first listen I didn’t really “get it,” but with repeated listens it keeps 
getting better and better. –Mark Twistworthy (End Of Time, endoftimerecords.
com)

STORMTROOPER: I’m a Mess: 7” + CD
Stormtrooper is one of the many proto-punk bands, in this case one from the UK, 
that perpetually wrench punk-origin timelines and oddly entrenched myths that it 
popped up out of nowhere. Originally recorded as part of a demo in 1975, “I’m 
a Mess” and its flip, “It’s Not Me,” the single under scrutiny here was issued in 
1977, after the band had ceased to be, no doubt in an attempt to earn a few quid 
off the by-then raging punk phenomenon. The title track is a nice bit of sloppy, 
sludgy stompin’, an easy fit into punk’s confines, while the latter has a bit more 
of a trad rock vibe to it. Included with this reissue, along with a patch, is a CD 
with additional tracks from the 1975 demo, a few tracks from a 1978 recording 
(including a nice working of “I’m on Fire,” released a year later by punk stalwarts 
Chelsea, which included former Stormtrooper bassist Geoff Myles in its ranks), a 
2003 rerecording of “I’m a Mess,” and a number of tracks pulled from a rehearsal 
tape tacked on the end for the punters that need everything a band plops onto tape. 
It’s also limited to five hundred, so get to searchin’. –Jimmy Alvarado (Cleopatra)

STRAIGHT ARROWS: Rising: LP
‘60s garage pop expertly executed by these Australians. Bouncy, but not without 
its freakier moments. This is the soundtrack for the reverb-drenched, black 
turtleneck lifestyle. If you’re a fan of the type of music Hozac has become known 
to release, you will dig this. –Daryl (Hozac, hozac.com)

SUBSETS: Twothousandfourteen: Cassette
I’m going to hazard a guess and say that live, these Cincinnati dudes probably 
flatten rooms. On tape the energy’s a little muted, so what comes across is an 
entirely serviceable punk band with simultaneous nods to both the swagger of the 
Murder City Devils and the ferocity of hardcore. Not bad, but missing that little 
something extra necessary to make it leap out and slap the ears off of me. –Keith 
Rosson (Subsets)

SURROUNDED BY THIEVES: Self-titled: LP
This Las Vegas band has a red vinyl record out that makes ten attempts to remind 
the listener what Avail, Hot Water Music, and Strike Anywhere sound like. 
Nothing wrong with that, but this is really just a watered-down version with 
less good recording quality. If you absolutely cannot get enough of anything 
that sounds like it is off the No Idea Records tree, you will most likely like this. 
I’m off to throw on Over the James for the thousandth time… –Mike Frame 
(Squidhat)

SWEET EMPIRE: Old Ideas Keep Fighting Us: CD/LP
The twenty-eight minutes of music on Old Ideas Keep Fighting Us is straight-up 
pop punk. I totally appreciate Sweet Empire singing about issues such as animal 
rights, environmentalism, and the war on drugs. But I have to say that it’s been 
a long time since I’ve heard such generic, dispassionate music where the band 
is singing about issues that should require some urgency, anger, and fury. Who 
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knows, though—perhaps this message will get through to some kids who wouldn’t 
otherwise listen to hardcore. However, I think I’ll stick with the thrash-punk 
Propagandhi’s been doing on their last few albums. It has a political message that 
speaks to me with an intensity to match. –Kurt Morris (Shield/Gunner)

SWINGIN’ UTTERS: Fistful of Hollow: LP
I cannot say enough about how much this band has meant to me since I first 
heard 1998’s Five Lessons Learned as a junior in high school. Swingin’ Utters 
have always represented a raw, unapologetic mix of worlds: salty drunks and 
dignified poets, a working class band with leather jacket-sporting teenage hearts 
and minds. It has been nearly twenty years since the release of Swingin’ Utters’ 
fantastic debut, The Streets of San Francisco, and they are still among punk’s 
finest songwriting teams. Guitarist Darius Koski and frontman Johnny “Peebucks” 
Bonnel have, once again, teamed with One Many Army leader Jack Dalrymple, 
longtime drummer Greg McEntee, and bassist Miles Peck to produce a punk rock, 
pub rock, folk punk gem of an album. Long live the Utter Army! –John Mule (Fat)

SYNTHETIC ID: Escapement: 7”
This is a really interesting package. The sleeve is made of fancy archival paper 
and has been splattered with paint. There was also a little strip of paper (not unlike 
an obi strip) around the record itself that was also paint splattered. There is also 
some kind of foil wristwatch thing that I am pretty sure is chocolate in the middle. 
What about the music, you say? Think along the lines of some of that angular, 
early-’90s Dischord Records stuff and you would be on the right track. By the last 
song, “Tabula Rasa,” I was hooked. This is great stuff! –Ty Stranglehold (Crime 
On The Moon, crimeonthemoon.com)

TOUMING MAGAZINE: Self-titled: 7”
Taiwan’s Touming Magazine plays chipper indie punk reminiscent of Japan’s Four 
Tomorrow, Shinobu, and Aye Nako. The shimmering guitars are interwoven with 
sudden bursts of jaggedness, but the understated vocals keep the pop melodies 
from becoming cloying. “Touming Magazine FOREVER” is a feel-good hit in 
which “We are forever young!” is chanted like a PMA mantra. It’s the type of song 
to start your morning right. “Sexual Hell” opens with angular Pavement-esque 
noise then sprawls into a lush dance chorus. My only ding is that there’s no lyric 
sheet; I want to know why this hell is sexual in nature. Recommended. –Sean 
Arenas (Phat ‘n’ Phunky, bob@phatnphunky.com)

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Atlanta—Inside Out: CD
A surprisingly solid compilation of bands that (I’m assuming) hail from the titular 
locale—El Fossil, Hotels, Stevie Dinner, MTN ISL, Bodyfather, Terminally Ill 
Babes, Ryan Dinosaur, Horus, Landline, Rochelle Rochelle, New Junk City, 
Wymyns Prysyn, Cheap Art, and Burners—whooping it up. They cut across a 
wide swath of sounds here, from punk to art-damage, to art-damaged reggae, 
to pop, to surf, and so on. More important than the diversity, however, is the 
quality of the tunes delivered—unlike too goddamned many other comps, the 
contributions here don’t feel like castoffs and B-team selections, but rather songs 
the bands are proud of. Makes for a whole different listening experience when 
even the worst tune on a comp is pretty damned good. Recommended? You 
betcha. –Jimmy Alvarado (Muckman, muckmanrecords.bandcamp.com)
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VARIOUS ARTISTS: Careful What You Step in Vol. 2: 7”
Nine songs by nine bands—ranging from just about a minute to not quite two 
minutes in length—this thing is a total tease. Just as you are getting a feel for 
a song or band, it’s over and on to the next band. That being said, this is a very 
cohesive collection, and punk as fuck. Well done. –Jackie Rusted (48th Avenue 
Studios, 48thavenuestudios.weebly.com)

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Lux Noise Compilation 2014: CD
I’m a fan of label sampler records; they’re usually really cheap, if not free, and 
I’m introduced to a lot of bands that I would normally have no clue existed. Lux 
Noise has a pretty good stable of bands represented herein… most fall within the 
realm of punk’n’roll, or the connections thereto can be relatively easily discerned. 
There are seven bands with two songs each on this sampler. The record opens 
with the badass rock’n’roll stylings of the Bitch Queens and R-A-M-S, then 
turns left with Wolfwolf’s minimalistic ghoul rock in the vein of early Cramps. 
Then the Vibes and Gloria Volt come on to rock your liver with their borderline 
bar-rock versions of rock with songs about rock, a genre I go gooey over so long 
as such bands haven’t lost their sense of urgency and/or sold out, which neither 
of these bands seems to have done yet. Then the Jimmy Miller Incident takes 
the stage in what for me is a dud, with their innocuous brand of blues-infused 
warblings. Finally, we finish with Baby Jail, who do this early-’80s new wave-ish 
rock stuff in German that kind of reminds me of Nina Hagen, but maybe that’s 
just because of the Deutsch. Then it all repeats, presumably in what would be a 
vinyl B side. Overall, lots of fun. –The Lord Kveldulfr (Lux Noise)

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Part Time Punks Session Sampler 5: � x CD
Part Time Punks, not to be confused with the T.V. Personalities song that inspired 
its name, is both a long-running radio program on L.A. radio station KXLU and 
a long-running series of weekly live gigs showcasing a variety of sounds from 
the punk/post-punk underground. I’ve long considered myself a bona fide fan 
of both, so purchasing this at one of their recent gigs was a no-brainer. Like 
John Peel’s legendary “sessions,” PTP records exclusive sessions of assorted 
bands—according to the PTP website, there have been at least one hundred such 
recordings made—that are then aired on the show and collected on “samplers,” 
which are used as incentive to donate to the radio station during fund drives, and 
apparently sold at shows. This is the fifth such sampler, hence the title, and it’s a 
doozy. The sonic sequence this time ‘round (and I haven’t heard any preceding 
volumes, so I dunno if there are different themes unique to specific volumes) 
start off in the dream pop end of the spectrum, then segues into full-on shoegaze 
stuff, icy synth/synth punk, goth/death rock, indie rock, and other loosely related 
subgenres before closing out with a post-punk couplet of Flaamingos covering Joy 
Division’s “Transmission” and Manatee covering the Cure’s “A Forest.” In all you 
get thirty-eight seriously good tracks by thirty-eight bands, including DIIV, Mac 
Demarco, ADULT., Seapony, Savages, Black Marble, Surf Club, Medicine, The 
Wedding Present, Grave Babies, Lebanon Hanover, and many others. I know that 
“good” is relative depending on one’s disposition to the ground covered, but I fail 
to find a clunker in the bunch here—the song selection, sequencing, production, 
and performance are all top-notch. Haven’t come across any other volumes yet, 
but I’m definitely keeping an eye out for ‘em, and I highly recommend ye do the 
same. –Jimmy Alvarado (Part Time Punks, facebook.com/part.punks)
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VARIOUS ARTISTS: Red Scare Industries: 10 Years of Your Dumb Bullshit!: CD
Although compilations have become so commonplace now that they seem to have 
lost some of their luster, this new one is the exception. Toby Jeg commemorates 
the anniversary of this kick-ass label by offering us this collection. Rare and 
unreleased goodness from bands you know and love. We all have our favorites, I 
give thanks for the songs here by Teenage Bottlerocket, the Methadones, and The 
Lillingtons. Your list will probably be different. But hats off to Toby for keeping 
it all together this long and continuing to put out stellar records for the masses. 
Show your appreciation and pick this one up today. –Sean Koepenick (Red Scare, 
toby@redscare.net)

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Roaster: �0”
Four bands, two songs each. Minneapolis punk by way of Fest, except from 
Scotland. All four bands in the Rivethead / Off With Their Heads / Banner 
Pilot vein. Everything here is competently written, played, sung, and recorded. 
Unfortunately, nothing really stands out. In fact, the most striking thing about 
this record is the cover, and that’s not a good thing, as it is wholesale theft of 
Slayer’s Postmortem cover, complete with Slayer lettering and pentagram. What 
does that imagery have to do with the music contained on the record? Nothing. 
Just the latest in a long line of blatant imagery theft in punk (see: the Black Flag 
bars), and I’ll never understand it. Create your own identity and stop copying. 
–Chad Williams (Make-That-A-Take, makethatatake.bandcamp.com, make_
that_a_take_records@yahoo.co.uk / Team Beard, teambeardrecords.net, mail@
teambeardrecords.net)

VARIOUS ARTISTS: The New Wave of the Grave New Beat: CD
An international comp featuring twenty songs from twelve bands ostensibly 
repping a “new” direction in the whole D-beat phenomenon: using 
Discharge’s Grave New World era as the template. As with the lion’s share of stuff 
inspired by Discharge, the best of the bunch is the stuff that veers radically away 
from the basic sonic template (one tune is a quiet piece played on a piano), and the 
rest sound like, well, assorted bands covering Discharge, even if the songs they’re 
playing are “original” compositions. Boring. Look, I understand influence. As 
the Big Boys once sang, “everybody has their own.” Hell, many of my favorite 
bands have drawn heavy influence from Discharge, as have I on occasion. Going 
out of one’s way to sound as like another band as possible, however, shows the 
same staggering lack of creativity as blatantly stealing old band names, logos, 
and visual ephemera and trying to pass them off as your own. For good or ill, 
even Discharge understood that templates are made to be bent, twisted, stretched, 
mutated, or decimated, not revered and adhered to with blind dogmatic ardor. 
That’s what church is for. –Jimmy Alvarado (Our Future, no address listed)

VARIOUS ARTISTS: They Came to Destroy the Carolinas: CD
Based on the sound of the lion’s share of music on here, Black Sabbath is 
apparently the “they” referenced in the title, for their heavy boots are stamped 
all over this disc. Sludgy Iommi-isms abound throughout the tunes meted out 
by bands with names like Blood Bucket Joint, Mountain Of Judgement, Math Is 
Hard, The Lab Rats, and many others. Then, just when you think you’ve got the 
whole thing sussed out, some trashy garage or a swampy bit of oddness comes 
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wafting through the speakers, and it gets even more diverse in delivery as it goes 
on, adding weird new wave, Cookie Monster metal, and even acoustic guitar into 
the mix. Was a bit apprehensive at the outset, but all told, it ain’t a bad comp in 
the least. –Jimmy Alvarado (Dead Wax)

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Two Way Tie for Last: Cassette
This cassette compilation was released as part of Cassette Store Day, and contains 
thirty-eight (!) different tracks of punk, garage rock, indie rock, metal, hip-hop, 
and other genres. There is so much varying stuff here that it’s almost exhausting 
to make sense of it all, in turn making the release have the feel of a label sampler 
with a bunch of random, unconnected bands grouped together. The standout track 
for me is the catchy as fuck “woah-oh-ohs” of Basketball Shorts, but there is 
likely a little something here for everybody. –Mark Twistworthy (Fleeting Youth, 
fleetingyouth.storenvy.com)

VIBRATORS: Punk Mania: Back to the Roots: CD
I have a confession to make: I’ve never really listened to the Vibrators. For 
whatever reason, they were one of those bands that underwrite so much of punk 
rock and simply fell between the cracks for me because I spent my time listening 
to the bands they inspired. It’s kinda like spending one’s whole life listening to 
early Beatles and never listening to Gene Vincent. Shame on me, eh! Regardless, 
now that I am aware of the gaping void that has been present in my life, at least 
this record shovels some dirt back into that hole. The subtitle does not lie: the 
action here is very much in the vein of early rock’n’roll punk, before politics and 
blazing speed took over the menu at the banquet. However, since this record pops 
my proverbial Vibrators cherry, I am in no position to assess its quality in relation 
to their previous efforts; in actuality this could be the worst Vibrators record in 
the history of the world, and I would have no clue. All I can say is that I’ve been 
enjoying my ride on the Vibrators train. Whee! –The Lord Kveldulfr (Cleopatra)

VICIOUS CYCLES MC, THE: Bad News Travels Fast: LP
To west-coasters, Vancouver’s kings of party punk need little introduction. These 
Albertan and British Columbians have been crushing most of Canada in a number 
of bands for years; to call them veterans would be an understatement. That said, 
VCMC (not to be confused with the equally Canadian, Vicious Cycle) have made 
a serious impact in their homeland, even for their standards. Apparently, their 
live set is what they’re infamous for and shouldn’t be missed, should you get the 
chance. The music could be best described as biker punk rock, with emphasis on 
the rock. Not in the realm of flames and tattoos, though. Think chant out loud, 
singalong, barroom, major key rock. Somewhere along the lines of Dillinger Four 
meets Stiff Little Fingers—and that’s not simply because the opening track begins 
similarly to “Suspect Device.” It’s a ton of fun. Don’t miss out. –Steve Adamyk 
(Teenage Rampage, teenagerampagerecords.com)

WANK FOR PEACE: Fail Forward: CD
The global influence of Lifetime and Avail cannot be denied. Wank For Peace 
would likely not exist but for the tremendous power and spread those bands 
continue to enjoy. Wank For Peace is from France and this is not their first release. 
Not only is Wank For Peace gaining popularity in Europe, but they’re also getting 
known in North America as well through playing shows in both the U.S. and 
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Canada. Action Patrol proved way back when that it was possible to surpass Avail 
through tribute. Fail Forward is powerful enough that these talented kids might 
again prove that an Avail knockoff can sometimes be preferable to the original. 
There’s no failing whatsoever on Fail Forward. –Art Ettinger (Shield Recordings)

WAR/PLAGUE Temperaments of War: 7” EP
War/Plague, a Minneapolis-based crust band, have created a mini-masterpiece. 
This song cycle is based on Hippocrates’ “Four Humors” and incorporates 
this philosophy of the four temperaments of health with the songs: “Blood,” 
“Yellow Bile,” “Black Bile,” and “Phlegm.” The Temperaments of War is an 
apocalyptic look at imperialism, consumption, and religion and how these things 
are connected to war. War/Plague uses elements of thrash, crust punk, and down-
tuned guitars to create mini-epics of release and tension. One of my favorite 
moments is the beginning of “Blood,” which begins with the drummer pounding 
out a tribal-like beat, using the floor and rack toms that syncopate with the guitars. 
These moments make my heart race faster and my palms sweaty, which is exactly 
what I’m looking for in punk music. If you’re at all interested in epic crust 
punk, War/Plague certainly has you covered. –Steve Hart (Organize And Arise, 
OrganizeandArise.org)

WATCHER’S WOODS: Autumn: Cassette
It’s not just that these sound like lost ‘80s demos from a dark, misanthropic band 
that never got to play with Bauhaus even though they should have. It’s not just 
that they sound authentically small-town, fed up with the piece of shit people 
they have to deal with, who probably own Vatican Shadow records and follow 
what’s going on with Blackest Ever Black. It’s not just that they want to sabotage 
greedy land developers because they rightly love the forest. It’s not just that the 
tape comes with sprigs of chicory and mugwort, and that the original title of their 
first demo was, allegedly, Fuck Everything about This Society. It’s also that Mary 
Rage’s guitar is perfect and every song is a hit in some world that’s much better 
than our world. Seeing they had a song called “Kill Cops, Not Trees” made me 
an instant life-long fan. Can’t wait to see what they do next. –Matt Werts (Self-
released, watcherswoods.bandcamp.com)

WHEN THERE IS NONE: Warpaint: LP
This one threw me for a loop. Instrumentally, Warpaint is a dynamic, emo-tinged 
indie rock record. Every performance is flawless, from the crisp guitar leads to the 
driving drums. The production is sparkling. The catch: the vocals are delivered 
in a slurred, off-key rasp that would sound perfectly at home in a muddy anarcho 
outfit. Weird, right? And the arrangement is a whole other story—every song 
culminates in an extended gang vocal chorus that might have been lifted from a 
pizza-and-beer pop punk basement. This kind of genre mismatch has yielded some 
of my favorite oddball bands (I’m thinking Comadre, and I’m not surprised to see 
that Jack Shirley had a hand in the production here), but for some reason I just feel 
like I’m not getting this yet. To the credit of When There Is None, the execution 
is so thoughtful and meticulous that they make me feel like it’s my fault. Like, 
this artwork is beautiful, the lyrics are lean and powerful… but why does this 
guy’s voice keep reminding me of fucking Tim Armstrong? What’s wrong with 
me? I should be into this. I aspire to be into this. –Indiana Laub (Rockstar, arne@
rockstarrecords.de, rockstarrecords.de)
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WHITE ASS: Self-titled: LP
Due to dopey band name and peculiar Warehouse: Songs and Stories-esque 
packaging, I wouldn’t’ve given this record a second glance had I encountered it in 
the wild, and this would have been to my life’s detriment. These Parisian cellar-
dwellers crank out a reverb-demented garage squall of such tangible meatiness 
that you’ll swear you’re bathing in guitars and as a result your complexion has 
improved noticeably. I’ve also found that this record cannot possibly be turned 
down to a volume where it won’t disturb others nearby, if you try it, the record 
just turns itself back up again. I guess there’s a first time for everything: Earth 
surrenders to France! BEST SONG: “Fox Around.” BEST SONG TITLE: “C’est 
la Merde.” FANTASTIC AMAZING TRIVIA FACT: This album cover uses 
the Cooper Black font, which I’ve hated for about thirty-five years. –Rev. Nørb 
(Frantic City, franticcity.free.fr)

WORMWORD: Self-titled: CDEP
Wormword is a two-man band (one guy plays drums and the other plays guitar, 
bass, and sings) comprised of members of Doomriders and Cast Iron Hike. Their 
sound is reminiscent of the intensity and heaviness of Germany’s Tranewreck, but 
darker and sludgier. With only five songs, it’s hard to get a good feel for what the 
band’s potential is. Much of the sound was redundant, but the lead track, “Hollow 
Black Eyes,” was the standout. The music pulls back part way through and then 
kicks back in and ends with a guitar solo. Nothing fancy, but it helped make for 
some diversity compared to the following songs which all seemed to just go on 
with nothing to decipher one from another. If they could put out another album 
with some diversity, I’d be game, but as it stands now I think I’ll pass. –Kurt 
Morris (Patac)

WRIGGLE: Demo: Cassette
Being yelled at by a drunk guy while some people play music behind him, pretty 
much. GRADE: In the context of being yelled at by a drunk guy, A-. In the 
context of music, B-. –Bryan Static (Sorry State, sorrystaterecords.com)

WYATT BLAIR: Banana Cream Dream: Cassette 
This tape is bright yellow and transparent, which is a good indicator of what 
the music sounds like: catchy, sunny melodies with guitars, solid drums, and 
vocals that always have a part for you to ooh-ooh-ooooh along. –Bianca (Burger, 
burgerrecords.org / Lolipop, lolipoprecords.com) 

YOLKS, THE: Kings of Awesome: LP
Pretty lofty title, but the album is pretty awesome (and really catchy). One side 
is packed full of loose bubblegum rockers that frolic along on an intimate slacker 
tip. Each one of ‘em is as good as the next, and they got an honest and boyish 
sentiment. The other side is nothing but delightful rhythm and blues tracks, with 
nothin’ slacker soundin’ about ‘em. Some of ‘em sound like they coulda been 
half a century old or more (besides the “What’d I Say” cover, which is). They’ve 
even got keys! And use them well, conjuring Vince Guaraldi to mind—maybe 
that’s just me because this makes me wanna dance like somebody from the 
Peanuts syndicate. Regardless, they’re fantastic. The flipping of the record is all 
the transition you need between the two sides, despite their different patterns, 
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as they are cut from the same distinct cloth (I guess they split live sets like this, 
too). For sure, one of the top new records I’ve heard this year. –Vincent (Randy, 
randyrecords.bigcartel.com)

YOUNG LADIES: We Get By: LP
Comprised of members of Discount, Bridge And Tunnel, Moniker, and Latterman, 
which is quite the résumé, Young Ladies come with high expectations. It’s a good 
sign when the LP begins with a Rod Serling narration and a cut into the LP’s 
strongest song, “Wake Up, Let’s Go.” Then five songs sneak by and none have 
left an impression. Young Ladies brand of poppy punk doesn’t stand out: the 
consistent tempo throughout is partly the culprit. The arrangements and lyrics 
about personal insecurities are similarly formulaic: “I don’t want to live with 
you,” “I don’t want to see any other people I know,” and “I don’t know what I’m 
doing” are the opening lines to three separate songs. I would have been happier 
watching The Twilight Zone’s “Mr. Bevis.” –Sean Arenas (No Breaks, order@
nobreaksrecords.com)

YOUR PEST BAND: Time to Go: LP
Your Pest Band used to stumble towards the Hickey side of melodicism, but with 
Time to Go, Fumito Yamazaki’s howl has softened into a snarled pop propagator. 
YPB hasn’t lost their touch, rather they have actualized the Teengenerate/Testors 
vibe that was always present, but typically muddied under the mania. Highlights 
include “You Were the Rebel” and “Reverse,” because although Your Pest Band 
has slowed down a bit, they are most memorable when they shout aphorisms. The 
next time a close friend puts down a guitar for a mind-numbing nine to five so as 
to satisfy someone else’s expectations, I’ll be sure to remind them that, “You were 
a rebel, you killed all forever. But it’s all over, now?” Ultimately, Your Pest Band 
still knows how to strike bone marrow. –Sean Arenas (Snuffy Smiles)

ZEX: Wanderlust: 7” single
Zex are, without a doubt, one of the best current bands making the rounds. Nailing 
down their sound in a one-size-fits-all descriptive is impossible. Early punk 
with strains of ‘70s glam and power pop, and I’m not entirely sure that’s an apt 
description. Because when I listen to “Escape This Life” on the flip, I’m reminded 
of the mid to late 1980s when hardcore bands, particularly in the U.K. and some 
of the L.A. area bands, started treading poppier territory, or adding a little post-
punk to their sound. The guitar dominates these songs, setting the tone. The A side 
is a little more tightly wound, with a chorus that instantly imprints itself on your 
brain, and will have you singing along. Then there’s the guitar line towards the 
end of the song that recalls Buzzcocks that sends this over the f’n edge! One of 
those songs that makes you glad to be alive. This is definitely a band I will follow 
through their duration. As I understand it, they already have an LP and another 
single out, which I need to get. And so do you. –M.Avrg (Wired For Sound, 
facebook.com/wfsrecords)


